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Abstract

Part I. Quantum-Mechanical Chemical Exchange
The requirement that the total wavefunction of a system be antisymmetric to the
exchange of identical fermions manifests itself as a scalar coupling between the spin
angular momenta. In a class of transition metal trihydrides, this effect is observed as
multiplet structure in the liquid state NMR spectrum due to proton tunnelling. Numerical
fits to the temperature dependence of these couplings are described as the ensemble
averaged tunnel splitting over thermally occupied rovibrational states . The accepted
concept of stochastic average of the coupling is questioned on theoretical grounds and
an alternative prescription given which differs significantly in its numerical predictions.
It is also shown how the fluctuations of the tunnel splitting due to dissipative coupling
to the lattice contribute to the chemical rate processes that incoherently exchange nuclei
between different sites and the coherent exchange effect. A master equation procedure
for evaluating such rates numerically is presented.

Part II. NMR of Semiconductors
NMR is an inherently low-sensitive technique . Moreover, unless special procedures
are employed the structural information obtainable from an NMR line in the solid-state is
also limited . Both these problems are addressed here. A method is proposed for the highresolution solid-state NMR of nuclei around paramagnetic defects which uses multiplepulse techniques to selectively average spin couplings and extract structural information.
It is shC?wn by numerical simulations how the method could resolve a long-standing con-

iv
troversy on the assignment of hyperfine tensors to silicon sites around a phosphorous
dopant. Experimental results on a novel time-domain optical nuclear magnetic resonance
method are obtained on gallium arsenide. Comparison with an earlier continuous-wave
variant of the technique show improved absolute sensitivity and relative sensitivity to
low-abundance sites near an optically relevant defect.
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Part I

Quantum-Mechanical Chemical Exchange

2

Chapter 1

Introduction

The symmetrisation postulate of quantum mechanics restricts the physically allowed
states for a system of identical particles. In fermions this restriction results in the "exchange effect" which is a coupling between the spins when two or more particles trade
places. It has long been implicated in the NMR of solid 3He and low temperature methyl
groups where the small mass of the particles results in a measurable probability of ground
state tunnelling in coordinates which exchange particle positions.
It has now been convincingly shown that in a large class of transition metal polyhydrides, anomalous liquid-state NMR properties arise from exchange coupling due to
proton tunnelling. The research presented in this part of the dissertation is an attempt
to provide a unified quantitative description of the static and dynamic spectroscopic
properties of these complexes .

1.1

Outline
In Chapter 2 the concepts that form the foundation for this part of the dissertation

are presented. This chapter starts with a brief discussion of transition metal poly hydrides
and their spectroscopic properties. The evidence that these compounds exhibit exchange
tunnelling is presented. Also introduced in this chapter are the symmetrisation postulate
and the exchange effect. The extraction of kinetic parameters of chemical exchange from
temperature dependent NMR spectra is highlighted. A discussion of quantum-mechanical
tunnelling concludes the chapter.

3
The magnitude of the scalar coupling seen

III

transition metal trihydrides and its

strong dependence on temperature are the focal points of Chapter 3. An averaging of the
tunnel splitting over a number of rovibrational states provides the exchange contribution
to the measured coupling. The traditional averaging procedure is called into question on
theoretical grounds and an alternative stochastic average is presented briefly. If proven
experimentally to be correct, it results in a profound revision of previous interpretations which has only barely begun. With either averaging procedure, the temperature
dependence of the coupling constants follows from the temperature dependence of the
Boltzmann weights in a sum over rovibrational states. The procedure adopted here for
numerical examples is to reduce the problem to the case of two particles tunnelling in one
dimension and to solve the resultant one-dimensional Schrodinger equation numerically
for its eigenvalues. This reduction makes getting a solution to the problem of two particles
tunnelling tractable numerically and still manages to retain the essential physics.
The last chapter in this Part is dedicated to understanding the dynamic aspects of the
trihydride problem. The intention of this study was to understand the temperature dependent lineshapes in these transition metal trihydrides using the spatial model presented
in Chapter 3 and avoiding the use of the usual phenomenological concepts of chemical
exchange. The dynamics in this model arise as a result of fluctuations in the exchange
coupling due to rovibrational relaxation. This differs qualitatively from previous conceptions of the connection between tunnelling and chemcial exchange. It can be shown by
a Redfield analysis that in this model the chemical exchange rate is the low- frequency
Fourier component of the autocorrelation function of the J coupling. In this chapter a
master equation method is presented for determining the autocorrelation function given
a model of the rovibrational population dynamics.
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Chapter 2

Transition Metal Trihydrides, Exchange, and
Tunnelling: An Overview

This chapter begins with a discussion of some of the anomalous NMR properties of
a class of transition metal poly hydrides that instigated the investigation reported in this
part of the dissertation. The experiments and the arguments are presented that led to
the present rationale that the peculiar NMR behaviour of these compounds is a result of
"exchange tunnelling." The rest of the chapter is therefore devoted to introducing the
exchange effect and quantum-mechanical tunnelling.

2.1

Transition Metal Trihydrides
The activation of hydrogen by metal centers is important in catalysis from both com-

mercial and scientific standpoints[l] and has led to the study of the structure and reactivity of transition metal polyhydride complexes. Another reason for the interest in these
complexes is their high reactivity toward hydrocarbons, making them good precursors
for C-H activation reactions.[2]
Although this part of the dissertation is concerned with the quantum aspects of what
have been considered to be classical trihydrides, a brief historical perspective of '"nonclassical" poly hydrides is presented here for completeness. In 1980, Kubas[3] isolated a
dihydrogen complex (notice that complexes containing intact H2 are referred to as dihydrogen complexes and are distinct from those that contain two H ligands, the dihydrides)

.5
of molybdenum of the form Mo(COb(PR3 hH 2 where the H-H bond was intact. The
solid-state structure of the dihydrogen molybdenum compound was determined by neutron diffraction and revealed that the hydrogen exists as intact dihydrogen and that the
H-H bond is longer and weaker than in free H2. Since then a number of dihydrogen complexes and poly hydrides containing both dihydrogen and hydride as ligands have been
isolated.[4] In all these compounds, the H2 is "sidebound" (T/2 - H2) and behaves as a
weak donor ligand. The dihydrogen can undergo hindered rotation (similar to that seen
in methyl groups) as has been revealed from inelastic neutron scattering studies.[.5, 6, 7]
Recently, by measuring the temperature dependence of the spin lattice relaxation time,
T 1 , some of the purported classical dihydrides have been reinterpreted as "nonclassical"

dihydrogen complexes.[l, 8] Since the Tl is often dominated by dipole-dipole contributions (a strongly distance dependent quantity) the Tl of the dihydrogen complexes is
shorter than in the corresponding classical dihydride.s. NMR studies have revealed that
in some cases the dihydrogen complex is in equilibrium with the classical dihydride.[9, 10]
The interesting properties exhibited by the dihydrogen complexes prompted a molecular orbital study by Burdett and coworkers[ll, 12] that was aimed at determining the
relative electronic stability of metal-polyhydrogen and -polyhydride complexes. Their
study pointed to a number of electronic considerations that may be important to stabilising polyhydrogen ligands when coordinated to transition metals. In all the cases a
competition between the poly hydride and the polyhydrogen complexes was observed with
the poly hydrogen units existing in either the open or closed forms. Isolation of a coordinated H3 moiety was, according to them, an important step towards the understanding
of polyhydrogen transition metal complexes.
Almost simultaneously with this theoretical study of Burdett and coworkers, the first
report of an isolable ruthenium complex containing the H3 moiety, (CsMes)RuPMe3H3,
appeared [13, 14, 15, 16, 17] which exhibited some anomalous NMR properties . Attempts
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were made to explain, albeit unsuccessfully, the unusual NMR spectra as due to indirect
scalar couplings resulting from bonds between the protons.[lS, 18, 19J However, it was
recently shown by Jones et al.[20J and independently by Zilm et aZ. [21J that these properties could be unequivocally attributed to exchange coupling due to proton tunnelling.
Since then a number of trihydrides of other metals have also been isolated [22,23, 24J
which exhibit similar behaviour.

The study reported in this dissertation was aimed

at trying to understand the anomalous NMR properties of these trihydrides which are
discussed next. The details regarding the synthesis, electronic structure, reactivity etc.
are not critical to this dissertation and can be found in a number of publications. [16,
17, 22, 23, 24J
In this discussion attention is focussed on the liquid-state NMR spectrum of these
complexes assigned to the hydride protons since they show some extraordinary properties. The three protons form an AB2 spin system with anomalously large J coupling
between the A and B spins which increases rapidly with temperature. A sampling of
the compounds that show these interesting properties can be found in Table 2.1. The
next chapter is concerned with quantitatively explaining the size of the coupling and its
temperature dependence, while the last chapter in this part will be concerned with the
lineshapes seen in these systems.
The first noteworthy property is the magnitude of the scalar coupling, which ranges
from 10's to 100's of Hz. Table 2.1 shows the variation in the.] coupling as a function
of the temperature for the compounds where this data is available in the literature. In
one compound, (ry - C s Hs )Ir(MPTB)H 3 , for example, a

JAB

as high as 1500Hz has been

observed. That these values are abnormal is exemplified when contrasted with the .]
coupling in free H2 , which is known to be

~

280Hz. (This value is obtained by scaling

the J coupling measured in HD by the ratio of the magnetogyric ratios of proton and
deuteron). If the operative mechanism responsible for the J coupling remained the usual
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Table 2.1: Some trallsition metal trihydrides that show interesting NMR properties.

Compound

Temperature

.J Coupling

Reference

(ry - Csr-.les)Ru(piPr3)H3

168- 203

57- 131

[16]

(17 - C s Me s)Ru(PCY3)H3

178-193

61. 7-93.5

[16]

(ry - CsHs)Ir(PMe3)H3

176- 196

96-135

[22]

(ry - CsH5)Ir(PPh3)H3

176-196

260-397

[22]

(ry - C 5Hs)Ir(PCY3)H3

176- 196

61-77

[22]

(17 - CsHs)Ir(piPr3)H3

176- 196

63.5-75

[22]

(ry - CsHs)Ir(PMe2Ph)H3

176- 196

161-237

[22]

(ry - CsHs)Ir(POPh3)H3

176- 196

358-526

[22]

(ry - C s H s )Ir(MPTB)H 3

176-196

972-1565

[22]

(ry - CsHs)Ir(AsPh3)H3

176- 196

376-570

[22]

(ry - CsHs)Ir(SbPh3)H3

176-196

147- 196

[22]

(17 - CsHsh Nb(PCY3)H 3

243- 303

3-13

[23]

(ry - C 6H6)OS(PCY3)H3 +

163-173

70-89

[24]

(ry - C6H6)OS(PPh3)H3 +

153- 173

219- 374

[24]

(ry - C 6H6)Os(MPTB)H 3+

1,53-173

186-368

[24]

electron-mediated indirect through-bond coupling, then the observation of anomalously
large J couplings could only be rationalised by invoking an unusual electronic structure
for the complex.[IS, 18, 16, 19] This model fails to give even a qualitative explanation
for the temperature dependence of the coupling. In this model the observed temperature
dependence of the J coupling could only occur as a result of an equilibrium with other
structures.

This would require that the chemical shifts of these species also show a

temperature dependence, in contradiction of the data.[14, 15, 18, 21, 25, 26, 27] These
observations hence point to an unusual mechanism for the origin of this anomalous scalar
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coupling.
Isotopic substitution experiments provide more evidence against the case that the
results are simply an extreme case of electron-mediated coupling. Any such model for
the anomalous J coupling would predict a JHD coupling when one of the protons is
substituted by deuterium to be
(2.1 )
In practice, isotopic substitution leads to vanishingly small JAB couplings.[14, 19, 21]
Based on the above mentioned evidence Jones et al. [20, 28] concluded that a scalar
coupling mechanism similar to that operative in the quantum crystals 3He and H2 or
in rotating methyl groups at low temperatures must be operative in this case. In these
cases the nuclei are known to be "exchange coupled" as a result of tunnelling.

The

same explanation of anomalous J couplings in these transition metal trihydrides was also
arrived at independently by Zilm and coworkers.[21, 29, 30]
The discussion thus far has only shown that exchange tunnelling could be the operative
J coupling mechanism in the compounds of interest. In the trihydrides, cyclic exchange

of the three protons, similar to methyl groups undergoing rotational tunnelling, is also
possible. This process, ifin effect, would contribute equally to all the scalar couplings, but
JBB

would be unobservable due to the magnetic equivalence of the two B protons. That

the exchange is pairwise and not cyclic was deduced [20] from an interpretation of two
isotopic substitution experiments ofthe Yale group.[22] If cyclic exchange were important,
substitution of one of the B spins by deuterium would lead to an ABX system, with an
associated reduction in the measured coupling. On the contrary, upon performing this
experiment, a slightly increased JAB coupling is observed which indicates a predominance
of pairwise exchange. The predominance of pairwise exchange was confirmed in another
experiment where the compound [(C5H5 )IrLH3]+ was synthesised with a chiralligand 1.
This results in a reduction of the prevailing symmetry and transforms the AB2 system to
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an ABC spin system. In this compound, while

JAB

and

J AC

are large and temperature

dependent, .JBC is small and shows no temperature dependence. If cyclic exchange were
indeed present, J Be would also be strongly temperature dependent.
The inter pretation of the isotopic labelling experiments mentioned thus far has unequivocally confirmed the mechanism for the scalar coupling in the trihydrides to be due
to pairwise exchange tunnelling. The sections that follow therefore introduce the symmetrisation postulate, which is responsible for quantum-mechanical tunnelling appearing
as an NMR scalar coupling.

2.2

The Symmetrisation Postulate and Exchange

2.2.1

Symmetrisation Postulate of Quantum Mechanics

According to the symmetrisation postulate of quantum mechanics, the states of a
system are symmetric with respect to pairwise exchange of bosons and antisymmetric
with respect to exchange of fermions. Particles with integer spin are called bosons; those
with half integer spin are fermions. As opposed to other symmetry operations, which lead
to optional simplifications, the symmetrisation postulate has to be rigourously imposed.
States that have the wrong symmetry must be excluded. This is done in electronic structure calculations, for example, by using Slater determinents as wavefunctions. Most NMR
phenomena, however , can be successfully understood without the use of the symmetrisation postulate since the spatial wavefunctions corresponding to the different spin sites
are essentially nonoverlapping. In this case the fiction of associating particular particle
labels wi th particular si te labels succeeds.
The symmetrisation postulate has been applied in unrelated work in this laboratory
to develop new NMR techniques that serve as unique high sensitivity probes for structure
and reactivity. The common feature in these techniques is the use of the spin order present
in parahydrogen due to the symmetrisation postulate to create nonequilibrium nuclear
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spin order. More details about these techniques can be found in a recent thesis.[31]

2.2.2

Exchange Effect

The lifting of the 2 N -fold degeneracy, due to N identical spin-1/2 particles with
spatial overlap, is called the '"exchange effect." This phenomenon has been detected in
low-temperature solids like 3He and H2 [34, 3.5, 36] where the resonance line has more of
the characteristics of a liquid than of a solid. This is due to the large zero-point motion
that these particles undergo which has the effect of switching the positions of the atoms
on neighbouring lattice points.
Consider the case of N identical particles assigned to N different sites.

The N!

possi ble permu tations can be considered as cavities in the 3N -dimensional configuration
space. The exchange can then be viewed as the tunnelling event through the ducts which
connects these cavities.[37] The derivation involves c.alculating the energy splitting in a
two-state system formed by one configuration of particles and the permuted version of
that configuration. If the wavefullction corresponding to one configuration is WO, then the
wavefunction of the permuted system is pR Wo where pR is the operator that permutes
two particles. The eigenfunctions are then given by the symmetric and antisymmetric
linear combinations of these two wavefunctions, i. e.,

(2.2)
Defining the exchange operator corresponding to the permutation type pR as
(2.3)
where pRt is the inverse permutation. With the two state approximation this is formalized by the relations

o

(2.4 )

o

(2.5 )
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(2.6)

it can be seen that
(2.7)

If J(P) is the shift in the energy from the non-exchanging system, then 2J(P) is the
energy separation between the symmetric (E+) and antisymmetric (E_) states, i. e.,

The general form of the effective exchange Hamiltonian is then given as a sum over all
permutation types P and has the form
Hexchange

=-

~

-R

~ J(P)P ,

(2.8)

p

where the negative sign is a result of the fact that the spatially symmetric node less
wavefunction has the lowest energy. For consistency with the usual NMR conventions,
this tunnel splitting will be represented as

-r in the rest of this dissertation rather than

2J as is done in the 3He literature. For two particles, the exchange Hamiltonian reduces

to one term.
Dirac[32] first pointed out that, due to the symmetrisation postulate requiring the
total wavefunction to be antisymmetric under an odd permutation of spin and space for a
system of identical fermions, the exchange Hamiltonian can be expressed in a form where
it acts only on the spin variables. This implies that any permutation consisting of an
interchange of electron or nuclear coordinates can be expressed as an algebraic function
of the spin. A more general mathematical representation of this statement is

pR = (-1)P P" ,

(2.9)

where P" is the spin permutation operator and p is the parity of the exchange. Dirac,
and later Van Vleck [33], also showed that the spin permutation operator, P", is
(2.10)
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where the S 's are the Spill angular momenta of the two particles that are permuted.
Equation (2.10) shows that two indistinguishable particles behave as though there were a
direct coupling between them, because the exclusion principle requires one type of spatial
solution when the spins are parallel and another when the spins are antiparallel. This
direct coupling has the form of a scalar product of the spin angular momentum.

2.2.3

Chemical Exchange

In the transition metal trihydrides there is evidence for both resolved tunnel splittings
and chemical exchange. In the usual NMR terminology, chemical exchange, refers to any
reversi ble process that intercon verts "molecular configurations" on the time scale of the
NMR experiment. A more precise operational definition will be given in Chapter 4 in
terms of the relaxation superoperator. In this respect, it is different from the quantummechanical exchange discussed in the last subsection.

The usual notion of chemical

exchange is mentioned here to contrast it with quantum treatment developed in Chapter 4
for systems, like the transition metal trihydrides, where both resolved tunnelling splittings
and chemical exchange are evident in their lineshapes and the usual notion of molecular
configurations must be replaced by properly antisymmetrised delocalised states.
NMR spectroscopy has been used extensively in the study of certain types of dynamic
equilibria involving chemical processes, such as internal rotations, chemical reactions,
bond isomerisations, etc.[38, 39, 40] All of these processes involve exchange of nuclei
between distinct sites, causing characteristic changes in the magnetic resonance spectrum.
The NMR spectrum depends critically on the rate of the process causing the site exchange.
An example of the observed effect is shown in a computer generated set of spectra in
Figure 2.1. This is an example of an AB spin system (parameters are given in the caption)
undergoing mutual exchange; i. e., the two magnetically inequivalent sites involved are
interchanged. Two extremes can be readily distinguished in this example. vVhen the
exchange rate is slower than the NMR time scale, as is the case in the lowest spectrum
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in the stack, then the NMR spectrum obtained is a superposition of the sub-spectra due
to the different species present. At the other extreme (top of the stacked plot) is the case
when the exchange rate is faster than the NMR time scale, the fast exchange limit. In this
regime the observed spectrum can be considered as arising from one species whose NMR
parameters are the weighted average of the individual species. The usual prescription for
calculating such averages has come under close scrutiny as discussed in Section 3.2.
The first theoretical treatment of dynamic NMR was formulated by Gutowsky, McCall
and Slichter [41] and was only applicable to non-coupled spins. It was based on the
McConnell equations,[42] which are classical Bloch equations, modified to describe the
exchange. For coupled spin systems a more sophisticated quantum-mechanical treatment
involving the use of the density matrix formulation is required.[43, 44, 45,46] The density
matrix approach to treating dynamic NMR has been presented in a form suitable for
computer calculations (used in calculating the spectra in Figure 2.1).[47]
One of the advantages of NMR is that kinetic information can be obtained from
studies of chemical equilibrium.[49] If the examination is restricted to coalescence data,
then simplified expressions relating the rate constant at the coalescence temperature to
the chemical shift difference and the coupling constant may be used to obtain kinetic
data. This method is, however, prone to error and is only applicable to exchange between equally populated sites in an uncoupled system or to an AB system in which the
nuclei undergo mutual exchange between the A and B environments. In principle, the
NMR lineshapes provide kinetic information on the site exchange processes. This usually
involves the use of computer programs, [48] based on one of the methods briefly mentioned earlier, to fit the observed lineshapes. Variation of the lifetimes, and hence of the
lineshapes, can be obtained by changing the pH, temperature, catalyst concentrations,
etc., leading to more reliable kinetic parameters. The NMR-derived rates are interpreted
in terms of energy barriers to the chemical exchange process by the use of the Arrhenius

14
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60
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-40
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Figure 2.1: Computer generated spectra of an AB system undergoing two site mutual
exchange. (VA:- VB)
50 Hz, JAB
25 Hz . The rate constants are 0.0, 10.0,

=

=

50 .0, 100.0, and 1000.0 Hz from the bottom to the top of the stack . Spectra were
calculated with a computer program [47] that employs density matrix methods .
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equation

ke

= .lexp ( - :~ )

.

(2.11)

Barriers in the approximate range of 20 to 100 kJ Imol can be studied by NMR methods.
It is also customary to discuss reactions in terms of transition state theory of reaction
rates as summarised by the Eyring equation:

kT
ke = h exp
where

(tJ.H~)
(tJ.s~) '
- RT exp R

(2.12)

k and Ii are, respectively, the Boltzmann and Planck's constant and tJ.H~ and tJ.s~

are the enthalpy and entropy of activation, which give the difference of the appropriate
thermodynamic functions between the initial and the transition state. A plot of In (k elT)
vs.

liT yields values for hoth tJ.Ht and tJ.S t .
In the literature on site exchange effects, concepts such as average residence times and

molecular configurations are frequently encountered. These concepts do not have a rigorous quantum-mechanical basis. A theory [50] for treating such systems self-consistently
will be presented in Chapter 4.

2.3

Quantum-Mechanical Tunnelling
Tunnelling [.51,52, 53, 54, 55] is an inherently quantum-mechanical phenomenon. It

involves propagation of a particle or a system from one classically accessible region to another through a classically inaccessible region. Interest in tunnelling per se has increased
in recent years due to its many new applications, especially in the fields of semiconductor
heterostructures, quantum well devices, and scanning tunnelling microscopy. The applicability of quantum concepts to macroscopic systems is also of considerable interest.
Thus the effect of dissipation, a characteristic of macroscopic systems, on tunnelling has
an added significance. In this regard the tunnelling of magnetic flux in superconducting
quantum interference devices (SQUID)[56] has been intensively studied.
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There are mainly three kinds of barrier tunnelling problems that one usually encountel's. They are free-free, bound-free, and bound-bound tunnelling, where the bound and
free indicate whether or not potential energy minima are present on either side of the
barri e r. In this di sse rtation we will only concern ourselves with bound-bound tunnelling
and use one-dimensional models for explicit calculations. The usual justification for the
use of one-dimensional models is that most of the concepts can be qualitatively understood with such models. The other reason is the relative ease with which numerical
computations on a one-dimensional model can be performed compared to computation
for a multi-dimensional case.
A two level system serves as an example to demonstrate some of the general concepts
of tunnelling. Consider two states corresponding to ground states of systems infinitely
separated, with Hamiltonians 'HI and 'HIl, respectively, with the two levels of equal
energy Eo (this condition can be easily relaxed). The Hamiltonian and the energy for
this system are

(2.13)
E

Eo

+ Eo·

(2.14)

If the two systems are now brought together the Hamiltonian of the system is

'H

= 'HI + 'HIl + 'Hint,

where the last term arises as a result of interaction between the two systems.

(2.15)
This

Hamiltonian can be represented in the separated system basis and has the form

Eo
( T

T)
Eo

where T is given by

(2.16)
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The wavefunctions of the two systems that interact are denoted by '1/;[ and '1/;[[ respectively. The eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian are Eo ± T with the eigenfunctions being

..i2 ( 'I/;[ =t= 1/'II).
This simple analysis shows that degenerate levels split into two as a result of tunnelling.

This splitting is called the "tunnel splitting."

The eigenfunctions are sym-

metric or antisymmetric linear combinations of the wavefunctions in each well. For onedimensional linear problems in the vVKB approximation, the T in the Hamiltonian matrix
can be related to the transmission amplitude

T
where

Xl

and

X2

= exp (

-* 1~2

j2m(V(x) - E)dx) ,

(2.17)

are the classical turning points. l

The above analysis was restricted to two degenerate levels but can be extended to
treat the more general case of many levels. The features are presented in Figure 2.2,
which is the energy level diagram of a symmetric double-well system. Similar potentials
are used extensively in Chapter 3 and in other examples of chemistry and spectroscopy.
For example, tunnel splittings are observed in the rotational spectrum of ammonia as
a result of umbrella inversion; the two wells in this case would correspond to the two
equilibrium positions of the plane formed by the three hydrogens with respect to the
nitrogen. For any symmetric double well the eigenvalues cluster in pairs like the pairs of
the two level system considered above. The eigenfunctions in each doublet also behave in
a similar fashion to the two-level case with one being a symmetric function and the other
an antisymmetric function. The tunnel splittings increase with increasing rovibrational
quantum number. This is rationalised qualitatively on the grounds that as one goes up
the barrier, tunnelling increases since the effective barrier height and width decreases.
In the two-level case the tunnel splitting also determines the temporal evolution of
1

" Every child knows that the amplitude for transmission obeys the WI<B formula"-S. Coleman in The

Whys of Subnuclear Physics, ed. A. Zichichi , New York: Plenum, 1979
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a

s

a
s
a
s

Figure 2.2: Energy levels of a symmetric double-well. The spatial eigenstates are either
symmetric (s) or antisymmetric (a) with respect to exchange. The average energy
of the nth rovibrational doublet is En , while I n is the nth tunnel splitting. The
In 's increase with increasing vibrational quantum number.
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a system created in a non-stationary state. For example, an initial condition that is a
wavepacket localised in one of the wells (this is a non-stationary state since neither

tP[

nor ¢' II is an eigenstate of Hint) oscillates sinusoidally between the two wells.

In principle, the solution of the Schrodinger equation subject to the appropriate
boundary conditions yields complete information about the tunnelling.

An exact so-

lution, however, is rarely possible . Moreover, perturbative methods invariably fail to
treat tunnelling accurately since the absolute value of the wave function changes through
many orders of magnitude on going from the classically accessible region to the inaccessible region . This is one of the main reasons for the interest in tunnelling from a
fundamental standpoint, particularly in quantum field theory, and for the development
of semiclassical methods akin to either WKB method or to the path integral description
of quantum mechanics.[57]
This thesis is concerned with the case where the tunnel splittings are resolvable in the
NMR spectrum, but there are other systems where this not the case. When the tunnel
splittings are not resolved, the temperature dependent NMR lineshapes still contain information about the tunnelling. The kinetic parameters are extracted from the temperature
dependent lineshapes using methods briefly discussed in the section on exchange. If the
Arrhenius plot of In k vs. liT for the measured rate constants shows a deviation from
linearity then it is usually interpreted qualitatively as a sign of tunnelling. An extreme
case, sometimes seen at low temperatures, is when the rate constants are nonzero and
temperature independent which is a sure sign of tunnelling.

In conclusion, this chapter briefly discussed the properties of the transition metal
trihydrides that prompted the investigation reported in Part I of this thesis. Concepts like
quantum-mechanical exchange, quantum-mechanical tunnelling, and chemical exchange
that form the framework of the work reported in the following two chapters were also
introduced.
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Chapter 3

Scalar Coupling in Transition Metal Trihydrides

The symmetrisation postulate of quantum mechanics comes into play when the coordinates of two or more identical particles are permuted in a system where tunnelling
exchange can occur . This results in a nonmagnetic scalar coupling between the particles. This coupling, the exchange coupling, is now known to be present in a number of
transition metal trihydrides and accounts for the interesting NMR properties of these
compounds. The results of a computational study undertaken to semiquantitatively understand the magnitude of the exchange coupling and its temperature dependence in the
transi tion metal trihydrides are presented in this chapter.
The calculation of the exchange coupling involves solving a quantum-mechanical
model that allows for the exchange of the nuclei of interest. Here, attention is restricted
to the three hydrogens of the trihydride which show the interesting NMR properties .
A complete solution of the problem would require the solution of a multi-dimensional
Schrodinger equation, which is computationally demanding . The approach adopted here
is, therefore, to solve the Schrodinger equation for a one-dimensional potential which
retains the characteristics of the original problem , but is computationally tractable. The
approximations involved in reducing the multi-dimensional problem to a one-dimensional
one are first presented. The results summarised in Chapter 2 showed that the AB2 spin
system formed by the three protons in the transition metal trihydrides undergoes more
pair exchange than cyclic exchange. This implies that solving for the two particle AB
subsystem is adequate for an understanding of the three particle case. The second ap-
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proximation involves restricting the two particles to exchange positions in one dimension.
The severi ty of the approximation restricting the particles to one-dimensional motion is
difficult to evaluate quantitatively, but the most likely effect is that, given a barrier height,
the tunnelling contribution is underestimated. This is, for example, seen in the case of
two interacting one-dimensional harmonic oscillators where the ground state tunnelling
splitting is half of that seen in the corresponding three dimensional case.[1] Indistinguishability of the two configurations obtained by switching the positions of the two protons
requires that the potential for proton motion have identical values at coordinates related
by the exchange of proton labels. The symmetry does not imply that the two proton
sites are chemically equivalent, but that the energy of the molecule is the same when the
two protons exchange places. An example of a potential that satisfies this criterion is the
symmetric double well of Figure 2.2. The specific models that fall into this category and
that have been solved during the course of this study. are discussed later.
A number of objections can be raised to the use of separable one-dimensional potentials in this problem. The foremost among them is the relation, if any, of such simplified
models to the multidimensional Schrodinger equation of the molecules.

Even though

one-dimensional analogues of multidimensional problems in physics are less structured
and less colourful than the real world, they are easier to solve and are surprisingly informative. Moreover, they usually serve as a first step towards the final goal, a complete
solution of the problem. This was the rationalisation for embarking on a solution of the
one-dimensional spatial problem.

3.1

The Hamiltonian
The exchange operator was shown in Chapter 2 to have the form

(3.1 )
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where Je is the splitting between the symmetric and antisymmetric spatial states

The ~J e term only acts to shift the energy of all levels by the same amount. The spin
eigenfunctions for two coupled protons are

IL)

1,1,1)

(3.2)

11+)

10'0' )

(3.3)

1°+)

1
)2 (lam

1°_)

1
)2 (lam -1,10'))·

+ 1,10'))

(3.4)
(3.5) .

The kets 10') and 1m denote the spin-up and spin-down states respectively. The first
three states constitute the triplet or symmetric states while the last one is the singlet or
antisymmetric state. In terms of these states, the exchange Hamiltonian can be rewritten
as

For a symmetric one-dimensional well, it was shown in Chapter 2 that the eigenvalues
cluster in pairs with spatial eigenfunctions that are either symmetric (gerade) or antisymmetric (ungerade) with respect to exchange of the particle labels. If the successive
pairs of levels are indexed by n then the Hamiltonian for each n has the form

(3.7)
where J AB ( n) is the tunnel splitting of the nth rovibrational state. In the rest of this
chapter JAB(n) will be represented by I n . If ISn) and Ian) represent the nth symmetric
and antisymmetric spatial states respectively and En is the average energy of a doublet,
given by
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then the Hamiltonian can be rewritten as

7-i zf

L
n

(En- .~n) (lsn)(snl)(IO-)(O-I)
(3.8)

The two spins are assumed to be equivalent so far, since no chemical shift has been
included in the Hamiltonian. This is justified since it is experimentally observed that the
exchange couplings are field independent. Hence, the chemical shift of the two protons
will continue to be ignored for the rest of the chapter. All the spatial calculations reported
in this chapter can thus be done as if the system were in zero magnetic field, which implies
that the spin states can be excluded from the analysis and the Hamiltonian can be written
as

L
n

(En - ~n ) ISn)(snl + (En + ~n) lan)(anl

~ En(lsn)(snl + lan)(anl) + ~n (Ian)(anl -

ISn)(snl).

(3 .9 )
(3.10)

The presence of the chemical shift is, however , important for the measurement of
exchange couplings as spectral splittings in liquids. In its absence, the J-coupling Hamiltoni an commutes with the Zeeman terms of the Hamiltonian and does not appear in the
spectrum.[2, 3] The presence of the chemical shift also differentiates this system from
the low temperature solids where exchange coupling has been observed by virtue of not
commuting with direct dipolar couplings.
The chemical shifts can, if necessary, be modelled with a spatial Schrodinger equation
by adding an appropriate ungerade potential making the well slightly asymmetric in a
spin dependent manner. The effect of this term in the potential can then be viewed as a
perturbation which connects eigenstates of the symmetric potential of opposite symmetry.
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3.2

Average Tunnel Splitting
The tunnel splitting measured in an NMR experiment at a finite temperature is

an ensemble average, since the phonon mediated change in n is much faster than the
NMR timescale. These fast processes do not involve any change of spin state. A similar
situation is also present in the case of methyl groups undergoing rotational tunnelling. In
the methyl group literature an intuitively reasonable, but unjustified, expression for the
average exchange coupling first employed by Powles and Gutowsky[4] is used routinely.
In this model the average exchange coupling is gi ven by

J(T)

=

(3.11)
(3.12)
n

Here I n and Pn are the tunnel splitting and the population of the nth rovibrationallevel
while En is the average energy of the nth doublet. The partition function Z is given by

Z =

L exp( -(3En).
n

Because the En are not eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian, this cannot be a precise statistical
mechanical average. Stejskal and Gutowsky [5] expressed similar doubts in 1958, but
offered no alternative. This leaves us in the surprising position of needing to derive a
proper expression for a quantity that has been considered to be understood for over three
decades.
A logical way of remedying the insufficiency in this averaging procedure is by explicitly
considering the population of every state rather than the average energy of a doublet.
This leads to the following expression for the ensemble averaged exchange coupling:

J(T) =

~
5

where

E~

= (En -

Ln
E~exp( -(3E~) - ~ L E~exp( -(3E~),
a n

(3.13)

I n are legitimate eigenvalues and Zs and Za are the partition functions
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for the symmetric and antisymmetric states respectively. They are defined as

L exp( -(3E~)
L exp( -(3(E~).

Zs

(3.14)

n

(3.15)

n

The symmetric and antisymmetric ladders are in separate equilibrium with the lattice
and lattice fluctuations need not couple states of different symmetry. The equation 3.13
can be simplified and written as
~ps

J(T)

~

n

ES _ pa Ea
n

n

n

(3.16)

n

(3.17)
Rewriting equation 3.16 in a form containing the average energy of a doublet and the
tunnel splitting produces

J(T)

L(p~ - p~)En - (p~ + p~) ~n

(3.18)

n

A(T)

This rearrangement of

J(T)

+ B(T).

(3.19)

makes comparison with equation 3.12 straightforward. The

second term B(T) in eq. 3.19 is in practice identical to equation 3.12, while the first term
is a new term.
With the ingredients discussed at length in the previous section, one is in a position
to calculate the magnitude and the temperature dependence of the scalar coupling in the
transition metal trihydrides. The recipe involves choosing a spatial model that exhibits
tunnelling and solving for its eigenvalues.

From a knowledge of the eigenvalues, the

ensemble averaged exchange coupling can be calculated by either of the two different
averaging processes equation 3.12 or equation 3.13 mentioned above. The temperature
dependence in the coupling then arises from the changing Boltzmann weights of the
excited doublets. The potential parameters are varied until the calculated temperature
dependence of the J coupling matches that ri1easured experimentally. It is found that
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the two averaging procedures give qualitatively different answers thus possibly vitiating
the significance of earlier numerical fits all of which used equation 3.12. We now briefly
turn our attention to the spatial models that were studied here and the methods that
were used to determine the tunnel splitting.

3.3

Spatial Models
The potentials that were investigated can be broadly classified into two categories:

the double-well anharmonic oscillator and the hindered rotor. Two different models were
studied in the former case . The tunnelling coordinate in this case is the line joining the
two nuclei, while in the latter the protons are constrained to move on a circle and the
tunnelling coordinate corresponds to the angular displacement about the rotor coordinate.
In the double well case the two particles could, in principle, pass through one another,
but as already discussed this is only one of the many complaints that could be made
about applying a one-dimensional Schrodinger equation to a molecule.

3.3 .1

Linear Double Well

The double-well anharmonic oscillator potential is of the form
(3.20)
A number of studies were also performed with the following potential

Vex)

= ax 2 + bexp( -cx 2 ).

(3.21)

The salient features of both these potentials are provided in Table. 3.1. The spatial
Schrodinger equation that is solved is
2

Ii? d
)
( - 2J.l dx2 + Vex) ll1( x) = EIl1(x),

(3.22)

where J.l is the reduced mass. All the tunnel splittings I n are positive for a linear onedimensional Schrodinger equation .
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Table 3.1: Parameters for linear double well. Physically interesting parameters of the two
lin ear do ubl e well pote ntials.

Anharmonic oscillator

I¥

Well separation

b - ~(1n ~

J~( v'2 -

FWHM

+ Gaussian

2J1ln
!2£
c
a

a2
4b

Barrier Height

3.3.2

Oscillator

1)

+ 1)

No analytical expression

Hindered Rotor

The Schrodinger equation for a hindered rotor is
2

(

where I

h2 d
- 2I dB2

+ V(B) )

w(B)

= ILr2 is the moment of inertia and V(O)

= EW(B),

(3.23)

is the hindering potential. The potential

has the functional form
V ( B) =

2Va cos 28,

(3.24)

where Va is the barrier height. The similarity of this Schrodinger equation to the Mathieu
equation in its canonical form

d2 y
dx 2

+ (,X -

2qcos2x)y

=0

(3.25 )

is apparent. (6) The solutions of this equation obey periodic boundary conditions given
by

y(O)

= Y(7r) = 0

and

y' (0)

= y' ( 7r) = O.

(3.26)

The Mathieu equation has one important characteristic that differentiates it from the
linear double-well Schrodinger equations. The tunnel splittings alternate in sign, i. e.,

h n > 0 while hn-l < O.
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3.4

Determination of Tunnel Splitting
A wide variety of methods have been used in the literature to determine the tunnel

splitting. Two related methods involving eigenvalues and eigenfunctions found by diagonalisation are discussed here. The matrix method used in most of the calculations is
discussed in greater length in Appendix D.

3.4.1

Eigenvalue Method

A number of methods exist to obtain the eigenvalues numerically; the method adopted
here is an implementation of an algorithm due to Harris, Engerholm, and Gwinn (HEG ).[7]
It is a matrix method and involves diagonalising the Hamiltonian determined in a suit-

able basis. The harmonic oscillator basis was used for the two linear potentials, while
the Mathieu equation was solved in the free rotor basis. The method was chosen mainly
because of the ease of implementation. The tunnel splitting is easily calculated from the
energy-ordered eigenvalues obtained by the diagonalisation as
n

= 0,1, ...

(3.27)

More details of this method can be found in Appendix D.

3.4.2

Basic Gap Formula

The eigenvalue method to determine the tunnel splitting should be contrasted with an
eigenfunction formula for the eigenvalue gap between states of opposite symmetry that
is sometimes called the basic gap formula and is based on a simple integration by parts
method.[8]
Let

',pi

and 'ljJj be two states satisfying the same Schrodinger equation
a

= t,].

(3.28)
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Here Ei and E j are the energies or eigenvalues of the two states. Multiplication of the
Schrodinger equation satisfied by
equation for 'ljJ j multiplied by

V'i

v>;

with 'ljJj and subtraction from the corresponding

results in

(3.29)
Integration of this expression over the domain D

Oil

which the two wavefunctions are

solutions and rearrangement gives

(3.30)
The numerator can be simplified by the use of Green's second identity

(3.31)
leading to the following formula for the energy gap

(3.32)

S is the closed surface enclosing the domain D and

n is

the unit outward normal.

In one dimension this expression has the simple form
(3.33)
A comparison of the tunnel splittings obtained by the matrix method and the basic
gap formula was made for the Mathieu equation. The basic gap formula was extended
to treat the periodic bounda.ry conditions that the solutions of the Mathieu equation
satisfy. The eigenfunctions required for the determination of the tunnel splitting by the
basic gap formula were calculated by the HEG method as linear combinations of free
rotor states. For the same number of basis states, the accuracy achieved with the basic
gap formula was consistently worse relative to the literature values [9] that were obtained
by the matrix method.
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3.5

Fitting Procedure
The fits to the observed experimental data was obtained[10] for the harmonic oscil-

lator with a Gaussian perturbation using the Powles and Gutowsky or "old" averaging
procedure (equation 3.12). The results of these studies are presented first. Fits have not
been obtained to the observed experimental data with the refined or "new" averaging
procedure. However, the trends observed in the exchange coupling with this averaging
procedure show some consistent and important differences from the old averaging procedure and these are presented by way of model calculations. Before the results of the
calculations are discussed, it is necessary to clarify the choice of the parameters held
constant during all the calculations.
The exchange coupling was shown to have a form similar to the magnetic scalar
coupling. In such systems the J coupling that is measured is hence a sum of the exchange
and indirect, or magnetic, contributions and is given by
J(T)

= J(T) + i,

(3.34)

where Ji is the usual indirect/magnetic electron mediated coupling and does not show
any drastic temperature dependence.

J

is the average exchange contribution. One im-

portant point to keep in mind is that usually little is known about the sign of the J
coupling, being obtainable only from double resonance[ll] or more sophisticated NMR
experiments.[12] The relati ve signs of the two contributions in equation 3.34 are important
in determining the observed magnitude of the J coupling. For lack of better evidence the
sign of the J coupling in all the transition metal trihydrides was assumed to be the same
as that measured in the dihydride RhH 2 Cl(PPh 3 h. In experiments performed in this
laboratory,[12] the absolute sign of the proton-proton coupling in this rhodium dihydride
was found to be negative. The magnitude of the indirect coupling in the trihydrides can,
however be obtained, although only indirectly, by scaling the coupling measured in the
tri tiated isotopomer by the ratio I H / IT (0.94). Unfortunately, these measurements have
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been made on only one tritiated compound, [IrH 2 TCp(AsPh 3 )J+, [13J and due to lack of
additional evidence, the same value has been used for all the compounds. An interesting
observation in this regard is the fact that the values measured for the coupling constant
with the tritium in the A and B positions are different: 29 and 24 Hz, respectively. The
reason for this difference is not known, but has been speculated to be a su btle mass effect
on the electronic wavefunctions. Thus the indirect coupling in all the transition metal
trihydrides has been assumed to be -2.5 Hz.
The Schrodinger equations were all solved with the reduced mass, fL, of two protons
(0.5 amu).

In [IrCp(PMe3)H3JBF4 the proton-proton bondlength was determined by

neutron diffraction to be 1.7

A .[13J

The proton-proton bondlength was fixed at this

value in all the calculations.

3.6

Fits to Experimental Data
The potential involving a harmonic oscillator converted into a double well by a Gaus-

sian barrier was used with the old averaging procedure to fit the experimental J(T) data.
This potential is not locally symmetric about each of the minima; for the potential parameters that led to fits, the potential is steeper on the inside wall of each well at half
the barrier height than on the outside wall at the same height. The fitting parameter
minimised was the sum of the squares of the deviations between experimental data and
theoretical predictions. The search for the parameters that led to a fit of the experimental
data was performed using a simplex algorithm. The root-mean-square deviation ranges
from 3.3 to 7.7 Hz per data point for the different molecules. The fits are nearly as good
as the data, if one assumes that the scatter in the data away from a smooth curve is a
measure of experimental uncertainty in line position and temperature. The resulting fits
for representative data sets are shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. The parameters obtained
from the fitting procedure described are barrier widths and heights. The barrier heights
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Table 3.2 for parameters.
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are higher by factors of 1.5 to 2.5 than have been suggested on the basis of the standard
formulation of chemical exchange and this might be viewed as a success of the present
model. It is hardly surprising that transition state theory leads to underestimates of barrier height, since it neglects the possibility that states with large tunnel splitting below
the barrier can serve the same role as the hypothetical transition state complex. It is
worth noting that for various molecules, 5 to 6 pairs of spatial states contribute at least
1 % to the calculated coupling at the highest temperature. These pairs have values of .In
increasing monotonically from 10 to 10 7 Hz. The highest such pairs have energies En
from 23 to 45% of the barrier height.
Table 3.2: Barrier height and width of potential that gave the best fit.

Barrier Height

FWHM

kJ/mol

A

NbH3[C.sH 3(SiMe3)2]2

98.8

1.34

IrH 3Cp( PMe3)+

79.4

1.51

NbH3(C.sH4SiMe3h

101.5

1.33

RuH 3Cp*(PCY3)

85.2

1.39

Compound

The barrier widths of 1.33-1.51

A in

the relative coordinate can be viewed as angular

widths of 24°- 27° in atomic angular displacement, if one imagines the tunnelling coordinates as an arc at the meta.l-proton distance of 1.6

A measured

by neutron diffraction

of H2Ir(SiEt3h(CsMes).[16] The energies associated with a change of unity in the vibrational quantum number are found to be 450-.500 cm- 1 . These are below the range of
700- 900 cm- 1 that has been observed for terminal hydride bends and wags in other metal
hydrides.[17] Vibrational spectra and inelastic neutron scattering for these low-frequency
modes are not presently available for the molecules that show exchange coupling, although such data, together with structural and .I(T) results, will likely be critical to the
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construction of a multidimensional model.
During the parameter search, the least- squares fits showed marked dependence on
small changes in either the barrier height or the barrier width. Limitations of computer
time c urrently make an exhaustive search of parameter space impractical. There is no
doubt that the problem is underdetermined by the presently available data. While the full
range of the bond lengths over which the data could be fit is not known, it is evident that
the parameters can compensate for one another. This raises the question of uniqueness
of the solutions; the present fits should not be taken as independent evidence for the
bond length. The method of fitting with fixed distance was found to be reliable in the
sense that starting the simplex procedure at different initial points led to either the same
minimum or a local minimum with a much less satisfactory fit to the data.
Other calculations were performed to address the issue of isotope effects. A doubling
of the effective mass without a change in the potential for NbH3[CsH3(SiMe3hh. as
would ideally occur in the perdeuterated analog, decreases J(318K) from 120 to 0.1 Hz ,
an undetectably small value.

3.7

Comparison with Other Approaches
It would be desirable to confirm with a less idealised model that the results obtained

with the separable one-dimensional tunnelling coordinate are qualitatively correct. A
multidimensional approach, for example, using a suitable basis set and matrix methods,
has not been attempted. Landesman ,[18] in the context of solid 3He, has made an analytical calculation for the low-temperature limit of the exchange coupling of two identical
particles interacting with each other and with two harmonic wells fixed in the lattice. The
accuracy of this calculation as a solution to the given model is unknown; the approximations made are analogous to the Heitler- London treatment of the electronic wavefunction
of H 2 • The two-particle wavefunctions are not calculated, but are assumed to be the
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symmetric and antisymmetric linear combinations of the product of the ground states
of one-particle oscillators multiplied by a window function that sets the probability to
zero within a certain interparticle distance. The parameters are this cutoff distance, the
harmonic frequency, and the distance between the minima. These parameters simultaneously determine the overlap of the one-particle states and the barrier shape, which thus
has discontinuities at the points between the minima where the probability is set to zero
and which has the rather arbitrary property that the barrier height increases quadratically with internuclear distance. One objection[19] is that the highly constrained form of
the trial wavefunction is not likely to simultaneously give the correct wavefunction both
near the potential minima and under the barrier.
The Landesman model with hard-sphere repulsion has recently been applied to the
NMR of anomalous hydrides.[20, 21] Additional difficulties are encountered here since
the model has no anisotropy nor the topology of

tw~

protons bound to a common metal

centre. More importantly, the accuracy with which it is solved is undeterminable. The
same criticism applies to the extension to finite temperature,[21] where it is claimed
that the relationship between the one-particle root-mean-square displacement and the
exchange coupling found by Landesman for his ground state model applies also at any
temperature. vVith the cutoff parameter fixed at 1

A

the distance between minima and

the harmonic frequency are varied. Good fits to J(T) are found.
Both the extended Landesman model and the one-dimensional tunnelling coordinate
model succeed in fitting available data with parameters that are reasonable. The exactly
solved model presented here uses potential barrier heights and vibrational splittings similar to those found with the alternative model. Both models have the property that all
tunnel splittings are positive. Considering the differences in the models and the simplicity of both of them relative to a real molecule, comparisons between them are of
limited significance, only highlighting the need for more realistic, but accurately solvable,
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mul tidi mensionai models.

3.8

New Averaging Procedure
The temperat ure dependence of the ensemble averaged exchange coupling calculated

by the new averaging proced ure is drastically different from that of the old averaging
procedure. An example of this calculation is presented in Figure 3.3 for both the hindered
rotor and the anharmonic double-well oscillator. The calculations were performed in both
cases for the case of a 2 amu reduced mass separated by 1

A and

a barrier height of 6.45

kJ /mol. For this particular choice of potential parameters the average exchange coupling
is bigger than that seen in the trihydrides but the trends, however, are unlikely to change.
The solid line in both graphs represents the exchange coupling calculated by the new
averaging procedure (equation 3.13 or 3.16). The dashed line represents the contribution
from the B(T) term which is similar in form to the old average term (equation 3.12),
while the dotted line is the contribution to the new average from the A(T) term involving
the average energy of the pair. This last contribution can be negative in the case of the
double-well oscillator, although the sum J(T) is still positive.
The hindered rotor and the double-well oscillator also behave qualitatively differently.
The initial slope of J(T) is negative for the former and positive for the latter. In each case
an extremum is reached and the slope reverses, a feature not present in the old averages,
which are monotonic functions of T. The hindered rotor shows a pronounced maximum
with almost no coupling at high temperature. This last fact can be rationalised to result
from the tunnel splittings alternating in sign.
Optimisation of the potential parameters to obtain fits to the experimental J(T) with
the new average are not yet available. With the qualitatively different behaviour exhibited
by the two potential forms it would be hardly surprising if the potential parameters that
led to the best fit differed drastically from that obtained with the old averaging procedure.
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3.9

Trihydride

~

Dihydrogen Complex Equilibrium

A classical trihydride ground state in equilibrium with an excited electronic stat€
containing dihydrogen and represented by

has been suggested [22] as an alternative model to explain the NMR properties of the
trihydrides, but no quantitative work has been done. The H2 unit in other dihydrogen
complexes is known from inelastic scattering spectroscopy to undergo hindered rotation.
In this section preliminary calculations are performed for models of this type. The case
where the tunnelling dihydrogen entity is situated 500 cm- 1 higher in energy than a
ground classical trihydride state with no tunnelling is presented in Figure 3.4.

The

tunnelling of the dihydrogen in the excited electronic state was modelled by each of the
spatial models already discussed and the average e.x change coupling was computed as
prescribed by the new averaging procedure (equation 3.13 or 3.16). The hindered rotor
and the double-well oscillator show qualitatively different behaviour from one another
and from the models discussed in the previous sections. In contrast to the models in the
previous sections the average exchange coupling is zero at T =

a and

only becomes finite

when the thermal energy is sufficient to populate the excited tunnelling state. While
the double-well oscillator predicts a monotonic increase in the average exchange coupling
as a function of temperature, the hindered rotor exhibits a maximum and reduces to
zero at higher temperatures. Moreover, although both models predict a positive average
exchange coupling, the contribu tions from the two terms in equation 3.19 show widely
different behaviour.

The term B(T) (the term similar to the old average) is always

positive in the double-well oscillator, while ill the hindered rotor it is more often negative
than positive.
The energy separation between the non-tunnelling trihyd ride ground-state and the
dihydr~gen

is an extra parameter that can be varied in this model. To determine the
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Figure 3.4: Average exchange coupling for the Tl'ihydride ;:::: Dihydrogen complex
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dependence of the average exchange coupling on this parameter the calculation was performed with the tunnelling state 2000 cm- l from the ground state and the results are
presented in Figure 3.5. For this case, the average exchange coupling predicted by both
the dou ble-well and the hi ndered rotor is insignificant over the temperat ure range investigated. It is, however, important to note that the results predicted by the two averaging
processes are drastically different. While the old averaging procedure (equation 3.12 or
B(T) in equation 3.19 and represented by the dashed line in Figure 3.5) would predict
a non-zero average exchange coupling the new averaging proced ure (equation 3.13 and
represented by the solid line in Figure 3.5) would predict an insignificant average exchange coupling due to the A(T) and B(T) terms in equation 3.19 being almost equal in
magnitude but opposite in sign.
It would be interesting to vary both the energy separation between the ground state

with no tunnelling and the excited tunnelling state as well as the barrier height on the
exci ted potential energy surface in an effort to obtain fits to the observed J (T) data. The
results wi th this model also emphasise the need for data over a wide range of temperatures
as it is undoubtedly the case that multiple fits could be obtained to existing data.

3.10

Sunul1ary

In this chapter the resolved tunnel splittings that have been observed as spectral splittings in the NMR of transition metal trihydrides were explained by solving a Schrodinger
equation which involved proton motion in a temperature independent potential with an
average tunnelling coordinate. The couplings measured by NMR were rationalised as arising from ensemble averaging of the tunnel splittings from phonon mediated transitions
between the vibrational manifolds, which also accounted for the temperature dependence
of the measured couplings . The experimentally observed J(T) were fit consistently well
from an optimisation of the potential parameters. The parameters that were obtained
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from such an analysis were consisten tly greater than that calculated from t ransi tion state
theory. As a recent offshoot of this investigation it was realised that the averaging procedure used in the literature in the study of such systems has never been derived and is
suspect. A new axeraging procedure to overcome this problem was developed and found
to give a qualitatively different relationships between J(T) and the underlying ladder of
eigenstates.
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Chapter 4

Lineshapes in Transition Metal Trihydrides

Temperature dependent lineshapes in NMR are usually attributed to chemical exchange processes . The standard analysis of such processes, briefly outlined in Chapter
2, typically involves the classical concept of molecular configuration and uses transition
state theory to describe the rate of interconversion of such species.

Such a classical

analysis cannot self-consistently treat systems where the NMR lineshapes reflect both
quantum and classical behaviour. In this chapter, a method is discussed that resolves
this paradoxical situation by treating both the spin and the spatial degrees of freedom
quantum-mechanically. Chemical exchange may then be described as arising from the
coupling of the bound states of such systems to a thermal bath.
The effect of dissipation on quantum-mechanical tunnelling has been studied actively
III

the past few years because of its applicability to many systems of interest in both

chemistry and condensed matter physics.[lJ Most of the analysis has, however , been
restricted to the case of the two lowest levels in a slightly asymmetric double-well (one
level in each well) interacting with a lattice which is usually modelled as a set of harmonic
oscillators. In a smaller number of recent papers, the ladder of tunnelling states [2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 7, 8J described in Chapter 3 has been considered in determining describing oneparticle tunnelling characteristics in a number of systems. An ensemble averaging of the
tunnel splitting over the excited tunnelling states was invoked in Chapter 3 to explain
the ma.gnitude and the temperature dependence of the scalar coupling in transition metal
trihydrides. In this chapter the spectroscopic manifestations of the fluctuations in the
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tunnel splittings due to stochastic coupling to a lattice are investigated.

A Redfield

[9, 10] relaxation analysis shows that the two-particle mutual chemical exchange rate can
be identified as the low-frequency spectral density of the autocorrelation function of the
f1uctuations.[ll] The fluctuations in the tunnel splittings arise as a result of rovibrational
relaxation, which is modelled by a master equation.
Although the analysis presented here was aimed at understanding the temperature
dependence of the lineshapes in transition metal trihydrides, the method is applicable to
other similar systems where the NMR spectra reveal both resolved tunnel splittings and
chemical exchange. More importantly, the method can be considered to be a quantummechanical derivation of mutual chemical exchange.

4.1

The System
The zero-field Hamiltonian for two particles in a double-well introduced in Chapter 3

(equation 3.8) extended to include the chemical shift interaction has the form

lis

L (En - ~n) (lsn)(snl)(IO-)(O-I)
n

+ (En + ~n ) (lan)(anl)(IO+)(O+1 + 11+)(1+1 + IL)(LI)
+wo n(lan)(a n l)(11+)(1+1-IL)(LI)

+

6; [(lan)(snl)(IO+)(O-I) + (lsn)(anl)(IO-)(O+I)],

( 4.1)

where the third term is the average Zeeman interaction of the spin pair and the last is
the chemical shift difference.
A complete analysis of the coupling of this system to the lattice would involve sol ving
a densi ty matrix for the 4N states (since there are 4 spin states for each n) where N is
the number of rovibrational manifolds. The time-scale separation of the spin-independent
rovibrational relaxation processes (:::::: picoseconds) and the spin-lattice processes (:::::: seconds), however, suggests a factorisation of the space and spin degrees of freedom. Intro-
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ducing a projection operator defined by

In)(nl
C4.2)

and spin angular momentum operators IA and IB for the sites A and B, in which spins 1
and 2 would be located in the classical limit of localised nuclei, the Hamiltonian can be
rewri tten as

The point of replacing equation 4.1 by 4.3 is to show how one goes from a description
of the Hamiltonian in terms of properly antisymmetrised states to the form in terms of
labelled sites which is universal in the NMR literature. The legitimacy of this substitution
is discussed later in the chapter. An additional simplification is possible in the case of the
transition metal trihydrides, since the chemical shifts are independent of the rovibrational
quantum number, i.e., WOn

= Wo and On = O.

For the trihydrides, the Hamiltonian reduces

to

Us

= wAlzA + WBlzB + L

In)(nICEn

+ JnlA

. IB),

( 4.4)

n

where W.4

= Wo + ~, WB = Wo

- ~ and use has been made of the identity

L

In)(nl

= 1.

n

If the operators In)(nl are viewed as number operators for molecular "configurations,"
the Hamiltonian 4.3, augmented by a master equation describing rates between configurations, would describe a problem formally equivalent to N-site chemical exchange. Here,
the In)(nl are defined by equation 4.2 in terms of the properly antisymmetrised states of
the total Hamiltonian. The population of the "states" In) fluctuates due to rovibrational
relaxation, in turn modulating the ensemble averaged tunnel splitting, which is the NMR
observable. This "N-site" model is unnecessarily complex for the systems of interest
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where the rovibrational relaxation is far more rapid than any other time evolution. Thus
its effects are derived by what is essentially a seco nd order time-dependent perturbation
theory (Bloch- Wangsness-Redfield theory [9 , 10,12,13]) appropriate for a weak and rapid
random perturbation. Specifically, it is shown in this way that the fluctuating scalar coupling can cause transverse relaxation characterised by a chemical exchange rate that is
obtained from the autocorrelation of the fluctuation.

4.2

Relaxation Due to Fluctuating Scalar Coupling
For a system governed by the Hamiltonian

( 4.5)
where Ho is the average Hamiltonian and the random fluctuations are represented by

Hr(t), the equation of motion for the density matrix,[9, 10, 12, 13] p, to second order in
the perturbation is given as

dp(t)

tX) [Hr(t),[Hr(t -

dt = [p,Ho]- J

o

0

r),p(t) - p ]ldr.

( 4.6)

For numerical evaluation, it is desirable to transform the equation of motion of the density
operator into a matrix form. This may be done either by selecting a complete set of basis
functions and evaluating the matrix elements of the relevant operators in this basis, or
by selecting a complete set of basis operators and representing the relevant operators
as vectors in this basis operator or superoperator representation. The analysis here was
performed in the superoperator representation. In this representation the equation of
motion of the densi ty operator has the form

d:~t) = (r where

r

iA)p,

(4.7)

is the relaxation superoperator and the Liouvillian A describes the unitary

evolution. Solution of this equation with the appropriate initial condition determines
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p( t), from which the time domain signal is calculated as

.5'(t)

= Tr{p(t)I+}.

( 4.8)

A matrix representation of equation 4.7 can be found for any orthonormal operator basis

{Qj}. The unitary evolution and relaxation matrices are given as[13]
( 4.9)
( 4.10)
The Hamiltonian of interest is given by
( 4.11)

No

bJ(t)IA ·IB,
where bJ(t)

= J(t) - 1.

The

r

( 4.12)

matrix for this HAt) is given as
( 4.13)

The integral on the right hand side of this expression is the spectral density of the
perturbation at zero frequency, and the angular brackets represent the ensemble-average
autocorrelation function of the fluctuating scalar coupling. For a perturbation that is
a scalar spin operator, only the spectral density at zero frequency enters.

Moreover,

since the perturbations have rovibrational correlation times short on the NMR timescale,
this spectral density would be essentially constant over the (audio) range of frequencies
appearing in the rotating frame energy level scheme. By comparing equation 4.13 with
the phenomenological treatment of chemical exchange (Chapter 2), the chemical exchange
rate kJ is identified as
( 4.14)

For a system composed of two spins-1/2, the operator space is spanned by sixteen

(2 2Ns , Ns = 2) basis vectors. Of these, eight correspond to magnetic dipole allowed
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single quantum operators. The problem factors further by whether .6.m
The calculations were performed for the 6. m =

+1 tra nsi tion.

= +1

or -1.

The .6. m = -1 case leads

to identical results. The singlet-triplet basis discussed in Chapter 3 (equation 3 ..5) was
used in all the calculations. The results are, however, independent of the choice of basis;
which was checked by repeating the calculations in the simple product basis. The f and
A matrices further factor in either basis into two 2x2 blocks, one involving transitions

with state IL) and the other involving 11+). The two matrices in the singlet-triplet basis
are

IL)(O+I

Cf - iA)l

=

IL)(O-I

_il"A-"B)

10+)(LI ( _ih;"BI
10-)(LI

_i!VA-IIB)
2

.J

!s..J..

-2- l

)
( 4.15)

2. (IIA+IIB)

-l

2

and

10_)(1+1

10+)(1+1

(f - iAh

=

11+)(0+1 ( -i l "'1"B)
11+)(0_1

i(VA;II B)

l

)

I"A-"BI
2

-¥ + iJ -

i(VAt IlB )

( 4.16)

The signal for the initial condition Ix (corresponding to a (~)y preparation pulse) is
obtained from these matrices by solving for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, and is
found to be

Set)

~ [~ ~q sq exp ( _ (c +22ia ) + Sq) t]
_~ [~
4

- sqexp (_ (c
sq

+ 2ia)

_ Sq)

t]

2

+ sq* exp (-( c* + 2ia) + sq
+-41 [~ sq2
- -1
4

[~

- sq- exp
sq-

(C
- c- + 2ia) -

where the following definitions have been used
c

kJ
oJ
-+t
2

kJ _ iJ
2

2

sq

*) t1

*)]
t

(4.17)
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sq

jC2 _ (VA; VBr

jC*2 _ (V.4; VB

r

a

The chemical exchange rate in the expression for the signal is given by equation 4.14; in
the next section, a microscopic procedure for the calculation of kJ is outlined.
The calculation embodied between equation 4.11 and equation 4 .14 appears to be a
straightforward application of Redfield theory, and it is thus surprising that it is apparently not in the NMR literature. One reason is that, in the absence of tunnelling, scalar
coupling between nearly isochronous spins is typically too small to be an important relaxation mechanism. The more subtle reason is that if this calculation is attempted in the
most widely used interaction representation,[9, 10J in which the average chemical shift
and scalar coupling are transformed away, the matrix element analogous to equation 4.13
becomes time-dependent and is hence discarded in lowest order. The present calculation
shows that such "nonsecular" [9, 10J relaxation matrix elements are most easily calculated
in the usual rotating frame, where this problem does not arise.

4.3

Master Equation
The ensemble-averaged autocorrelation of the tunnel splitting appearing in equation

4.14 for a system of discrete levels n with energies En and tunnel splittings I n may be
written as

(J(O)J(t))

=L

JipJjCHt),

(4.18)

i,j

where the summation extends over all the levels, Pi is the equilibrium population of level

i, and ci( t) is the conditional probability of finding a particle in level j at time t given
that at t = 0 it was in level i. The c1(t) are calculated by solving the master equation
for the population of the rovibrationallevels with appropriate initial conditions.
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The master equation is a set of differential equations that describe the evolution of a
physical system with time. For a system with N discrete levels, the master equation for
a level i is gi ven as

d

N

-ltPi
c.
where

k ij

N

= Lkji]Jj #i

(4.19)

LkijPi,
itj

is the rate constant for population transfer from state i to j , while

k ji

is the

rate constant for population transfer from state j to i. The forward and backward rates

k ij and k ji are related by the principle of detailed balance, which states that
(4.20)
In a vector form, the master equation for all levels is

d
dtP

= Wp,

( 4.21)

where P is population column vector and rV has the form
klO

-(kOI+ko2+ ... +koN)

kOI

-(kOI

+ kI2 + ... + kIN)

A formal solution for the master equation can be written as

p(t)

= exp(Wt) p (O).

( 4.22)

The time dependence of the population is solved for by diagonalising the W matrix
which reduces the problem to computing sums of exponentials. One of the eigenvalues
of W is necessarily zero, since population must be conserved in a closed system. For
computational convenience, the W matrix is converted into a symmetric form before
diagonalisation. The transformation that performs this symmetrisation is given by
( 4.23)
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where P is the population matrix. P is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements a re
the normalised populations of the states.
The conditional probabilities required for the calculation of the autocorrelation function (equation 4.18) are determined from an assumed knowledge or model of the rates in
equation 4.21 connecting the various rovibrationallevels. In terms of the eigenvalues of
W (Ak) and the unitary matrix (U) that diagonalises W, these conditional probabilities

are given as

ci(t)

= "£UikIUkiexp( -Akt).

( 4.24)

k

This result is obtained by observing that the N different initial conditions for which the
master equation must be solved can be represented by the N

X

N identity matrix and

that the solution to the master equation can be written as
p (t)

4.3.1

= U- 1 exp (At)U p (O).

(4.25 )

Two State Model

As an illustrative example, the calculation of the autocorrelation function for a twolevel system is outlined here, since analytic solutions can be obtained for this case. Consider the case of two tunnelling states with average energies 0 and E 1 , with respective
tunnel splittings J o and J 1 . The average value of the measured J-coupling according to
equation 3.12 is given as

J o + JIb
(J)= - l+b

(4.26)

where
b = exp( -(jE 1 )

and 1 + b is the partition function. The master equation for the populations of the two
states is

:,(::) (

-kOI
kOI

-klO

)(: )

(4.27 )
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Imposition of detailed balance on the two rates implies that

(~ ( Po ) =

klO

]11

The eigenvalues of this matrix are -klO(1

1) (Po )

(-b
b

+ b)

-1

( 4.28)

PI

and O. The latter eigenvalue results from

the conservation of population for a closed system. The autocorrelation is then given as

(J(O)J(t))

=

Jo
1 + b {Jo [1
bJ

+ exp (-kI00 + b)t)] + blt [1 -

+ 1 +I b {Jo [1 -

exp (-klO(1

exp (-kI00

+ b)t)]}

+ b)t)] + J 1 [b + exp (-kI00 + b)t)]}

which gives the spectral density at zero-frequency, i.e., the chemical exchange rate
(4.29)

4.4

Discussion
Although the transition metal trihydrides that show exchange tunnelling are known

to also show temperature dependent lineshapes,[6] there is only one compound for which
such data have been reported in the literature.[14] The NMR lineshapes seen in the
compound Cp*RuH3[P(CHMe2h] over a range of temperatures are presented in Figure
4.1. The observed lineshapes were fit to cla.ssical models of chemical exchange and the

kinetic parameters were extracted . An Arrhenius plot of the In kcl vs.

liT gave an

activation energy for the interconversion equal to 50 kJ/mol. For the same compound,
the J-couplings were determined to be exponentially activated with an energy parameter
of 6.8 kJ Imo!.
The spatial model used in the fit reported here was a symmetric double well which
was assumed to be harmonic with frequency woo The tunnel split tings of the excited
vibrational states were assumed to be linearly dependent on the tunnel splitting of the
ground state and exponentially dependent on the rovibrational quantum number and is
given by the expression
(4.30)
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Figure 4.1: TeInperature dependent line shapes measured in Cp*RuH3[P(CHMe 2)a] between 183-223 K. Reproduced from [14]
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The tunnel splittings for states at or above the barrier were determined by the limiting
case of the WKB expression

(4.31 )
where

-(L

and a are the classical turning points. A few simplifying assumptions were

made in the choice of the parameters for the master equation. The large rate difference
between the bath-induced transitions that induce spin-flips and those that do not allows
for the former to be safely neglected in the calculations. The latter, on the other hand,
are assumed to be independent of both spin and of the differences in the spatial state
which are associated with the spin through the symmetrisation postulate. This is a necessary consequence of the step taken in equation 4.2 where a spatial number operator
embodying different spin states was introduced. Much is gained in simplicity by making
these approximations, since now there is a single rate parameter for each pair of spatial
states. Due to thermal averaging on the NMR timescale the effect of rovibrational relaxation can be characterised by a single spectral density. Since nothing specific is known
about the rovibrational relaxation, it is desirable to summarise it by a single parameter.
A Landau-Teller [15, 16, 17] collision model for a harmonic ladder is used to characterise
the relaxation rates. This implies that

~n

kn,n-l

= ±1

and that

= nklO'

The upward rates are determined from the downward relaxation rates by the detailed
balance condi tion.
The harmonic frequency and the ground-state tunnel splitting were varied by a gridsearch algorithm until fits were obtained to the measured J-coupling. The p in equation
4.30 was chosen so as to approximately mimic the values of I n observed in Chapter
3.

The best fit to the J-coupling is presented in Figure 4.2.

As in Chapter 3, the

fitted parameter was the sum of the squares of the deviations between calculated and
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experimental J-couplings at each temperature. For the potential parameters that led to
a fit to the J-coupling data, the rate constants were calculated by the method discussed
in the earlier sections. The only additional variable in these calculations is the relaxation
time k LO . Best fits to the experimental data resulted when this relaxation time was 100
ps. A plot of the best fits to the rate data is also presented in Figure 4.2. The barrier
heigh t extracted from snch a fit was .57 kJ /mol. For the fits obtained, there were nine
states below the barrier, of which 7 states contributed 95% to the observed average scalar
coupling at the highest temperature. On the other hand, the three states closest to the
top of the barrier contributed 85% of the observed chemical exchange rate.
The spatial models used in this analysis were empirical and were picked to reduce
the computational effort required to solve for the spatial eigenstates of one of the models
discussed in Chapter 3. A more extensive analysis would require the solution of such
spatial Schrodinger equations to obtain the spatial eigenvalues . The master equation
treatment for the rovibrational populations must also be extended to treat the states
of opposite symmetry separately and to incorporate the alternative averaging scheme
discussed in Chapter 3.
It is of some historical interest that the problem of tunnelling effects on mutual chemical exchange was considered decades ago in the context of solid-state methyl groups.[18,
19, 20] These previous treatments have no theoretical basis and no resemblance to the
present results, which have the familiar form of transport coeffecients or rates typically
derived in the context of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem.[21] The present result is
intrinsically a property of a system of two or more particles and thus does not arise in
the numerous theoretical studies of tunnelling effects on one particle dynamics.[I, 2]
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Figure 4.2: Fit to chenllcal exchange rate and the J-coupling in Cp"RuH3[P(CHMezhl.

The chemical exchange rates fit are the rates obtained by fitting the lineshapes by
classical methods (represented by.). The J-coupling measured in experiments are
represented bye. The best fit parameters to both these data are represented by
solid lines.
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4.5

Conclusions
A method for treating systems where the NMR lineshapes reveal the presence of re-

solved tunnel splittings and chemical exchange has been presented. The method presented
here provides a quantum-mechanical derivation of mutua.l chemical exchange, making no
use of the concepts of transition state theory. The price paid is that, in the present
form, the full complexity of the rovibrational relaxation must be modelled. It was shown
via a Redfield ana.lysis that the chemical exchange rate in this model corresponds to
the low-frequency spectral density of the autocorrelation function of the fiuctuating Jcoupling. The fiuctuation in the J-coupling was shown to arise from the fiuctuation of
the populations due to rovibrational relaxation, which was modelled here via a master
equation. The one compound for which such experimental data are available was treated
with the present model and yielded a physically reasonable barrier height but which wa.,
14 % higher than that obtained by a classical chemical exchange analysis.
The method presented here cannot be considered to have been put to a stringent
test; a number of improvements still need to be made. For example, efforts are underway
to incorporate the master equation approach presented here with the spatial models
presented in Chapter 3.
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Part II

NMR of Semiconductors
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Chapter 5

Introduction

Magnetic resonance, especially nuclear magnetic resonance, is one of the foremost
structural tools available today and provides information on both electronic structure
and nuclear positions. Magnetic resonance fails, however, in situations where low concentrations have to be detected due to its low sensitivity arising as a result of the small
energy quantum that is involved. One field where the applicability of the technique has
been hampered by the low sensitivity is in the identification and charac;:terisation of defects in semiconductors. In solids, an added compliCation is the featureless line that is
usually obtained as a result of the magnetic coupling of the nuclei through space and from
which only limited structural information is available. This part of the thesis is concerned
with the development of two magnetic resonance methods aimed at the characterisation
of defects in semiconductors.

5.1

Outline
Electron nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) is a method of measuring NMR transi-

tions by detecting the ESR signal. Since its introduction it has been extensively used to
study paramagnetic impurities and defects in semiconductors and other solids. Hyperfine
couplings measured by ENDOR are more accurate than those measured from ESR data
due to the better resolution of the former technique. In Chapter 6 it is demonstrated that
the resolution achievable with ENDOR can be improved by at least three orders of magnitude. Chapter 6 discusses a theoretical study that combines a variety of multiple-pulse
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techniques to selectively switch on and off different nuclear spin interactions between
different sites to measure dipolar couplings between these sites. Since dipolar couplings
between nuclei are dependent on the distance between them quantitative structural information is obtainable by this method. The technique is illustrated by simulations of an
experiment which would resolve a controversy regarding the site assignments of some lines
seen by conventional ENDOR on crystalline silicon dilutely doped with phosphorous.
Chapter 7 describes an experimental investigation with a new optical method for
high-sensitivity and high-resolution NMR of defects in GaAs semiconductors. A Fourier
transform method of time-sequenced optical NMR is introduced and its advantages discussed. This technique has greater sensitivity to spins near an optically relevant defect
than does an earlier continuous wave variant.
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Chapter 6

Resolution-Enhanced Electron Nuclear Double
Resonance

Since the introduction of electron nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) three decades
ago,[lJ it has been recognised that the resonance frequencies of the nuclei in the vicinity
of a dilute localised unpaired electron provide a spectroscopic window on the structure
of such sites. In almost all cases,[2, 3J the quantitatively useful information obtained
from ENDOR or the related near-nucleus magnetic resonance (NNMR)[4J is a list of
hyperfine couplings between the unpaired electrons and the various spectroscopically
resolved, magnetically inequivalent nuclear sites, typically those within several atomic
spacings from the paramagnetic centre. In a few favourable cases,[5J some additional
structure due to a dipolar coupling between neighbouring nuclei is resolvable. Typically,
however, the ENDOR or NNMR line within an electronic manifold is an unresolved band
some kilohertz in width, from which no individual dipolar couplings can be extracted.
The resolution is limited by the dipole-dipole interaction[6, 7J to the large number of
neighbours around a site.
Over the years ENDOR was primarily done in a continuous- wave(CW) fashion. The
situation has changed in recent years, with pulsed ENDOR[8, 9, 10, 11] becoming more
popular. A few simple sequences for pulsed END OR have been added, and a wealth of
sequences can still be "invented." Such sequences for the measurement of individual dipolar couplings between nuclei in the vicinity of paramagnetic sites in solids are described
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in this chapter. The methods proposed here extend multiple-pulse techniques used in the
study of diamagnetic solids to paramagnetic systems, hence affording significant enhancement in the resolution of ENDOR spectra. The technique is called Resolution-Enhanced
Electron Nuclear DOuble Resonance(RE-ENDOR).

6.1

Electron Nuclear Double Resonance
ENDOR is a classical double resonance technique and is performed by applying mi-

crowave and rf fields in a CW fashion. The first ENDOR experiments were applied to
solids, but recently the applications have been predominantly in liquids. ENDOR has
advantages over both ESR and NMR. It is more sensitive than NMR since the higher
energy microwave photon is detected. On the other hand, it has better resolution and
fewer lines than ESR. For example, an electron, S

= 1/2, coupled

to N nuclei gives 2N

ESR lines as opposed to 2N ENDOR lines.
A brief introduction to ENDOR is provided here for completeness. An electron (8 =
1/2) coupled to a nuclear spin (I

= 1/2) serves as

the example. The four possible levels

are shown in Figure 6.1. The electronic wavefunctions are denoted by
the nuclear wavefunctions are represented by

O'n

and

i3n.

O'e

and

i3e

while

ESR transitions (indicated

by dot ted arrows) connect levels 1 to 3 and 2 to 4. Levels 1 and 2 are connected by
an NMR transition; so are levels 3 and 4. A steady-state version of the experiment is
discussed here. The experiment involves saturating the ESR transition 2-4. Application
of a saturating rf field at the 3- 4 NMR transition frequency leads to a change in the
population of level 4 and hence to an increase of the ESR signal which had been earlier
saturated. This change in intensity of the saturated ESR transition is called the ENDOR
effect. A similar effect is seen when the rf corresponds to the 1- 2 transition frequency.
An ENDOR line is hence the NMR spectrum of a nucleus within a particular electron
spin manifold.
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Figure 6.1: An electron S=1/2 coupled to a nucleus 1=1/2. The electron levels are a.

and f3., while the nuclear levels are an and f3n . The NMR transitions connect levels
1-2 and 3-4. The ESR transitions connect levels 1-3 and 2-4.
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The ENDOR Hamiltonian can be represented by
HE NDOR

= Bo . g . s +I .A

. S - gll.8I1Bo .1.

(6.1 )

Later in the chapter a more complete form is used for this Hamiltonian. The form 6.1 is
more typical of the ENDOR literature. The first term in the Hamiltonian is the Zeeman
interaction between the electronic spin S and the applied magnetic field B o. The second
term is the hyperfine interaction between the nuclear spin I and the electron spin, and
the last term represents the nuclear Zeeman interaction. The tensors g and A describe
the Zeeman and hyperfine interactions and gil and .811 are the nuclear 9 factor and the
nuclear magneton. For a system of many nuclei coupled to the same unpaired electron,
terms simiial' to the last two in equation 6.1 are present for each nucleus.
In an ENDOR experiment, the transitions f::l.m[

=

±1 are induced for the various

nuclear spins. In the high-field limit the various ENDOR frequencies are given by
WENDOR =11'n B o ±

Here

n is

~n.A. n I·

a unit vector in the direction of the magnetic field and

( 6.2)

1'lIn =

gll.811 is the

magnetogyric ratio of the nucleus. From equation 6.2 it is seen that the spectrum is
symmetric about 1'IIBo.
The A tensor can be decomposed into a scalar a and a traceless tensor B. These
quantities are defined as
1

a

3

-LA
3
"

(6.3)

Aij -

(6.4)

i =1

Bij

a8ij.

The scalar term arises from the Fermi contact interaction and is given by

where 'Ij;( r) is the spatial part of the electronic wavefunction at the site of the nucleus. The

B tensor on the other hand arises as a result of the direct dipolar interaction between the
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electron and the nucleus. Thus a wavefunction calculated theoretically must be able to
reproduce the values of the hyperfine coupling determined from an ENDOR experiment.
In practice, the ENDOR spectrum is determined for various orientations of the sample
with respect to the magnetic field. The angular variation of the frequencies show regular
patterns arising as a result of the regular geometric arrangement of the nuclei around
the paramagnetic site.

The A tensor, whose characterisation is the goal of ENDOR

experiments, is determined from a knowledge of the angular variation of the ENDOR
frequencies.
An important characteristic of ENDOR lines is their shape. Typically, an ENDOR
line is an unresolved band some kilohertz in width and from which no individual dipolar
coupling can be extracted. Only in a few favourable cases has some additional structure due to dipolar coupling between neighbouring nuclei been resolvable.[.5, 12, 13] The
linewidths are limited by dipolar couplings with the large number of neighbours around a
site. For experiments performed in a CW fashion, a number of extraneous instrumental
factors affect the linewidth.

6.2

Resolution-Enhanced ENDOR (RE-ENDOR)
The basis of the proposed method is the judicious use of multiple pulse rf sequences

that average most of the interactions to zero, while leaving a small subset to give rise to
a resolved spectrum. Two general classes of experiments are needed to fully characterise
the various dipolar couplings between nuclei in the neighbourhood of a paramagnetic centre. The first class measures the couplings between nuclei whose transition frequencies
fall within the same band, while eliminating the coupling between these nuclei and those
in other bands. The other class measures the couplings within a particular electronic
manifold between nuclei in two different bands, while eliminating the couplings between
nuclei within each of these bands and the couplings from these nuclei to those in all other
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bands. In analogy to the terminology in ordinary NrvIR the first class is referred to as
homonuclear experiments while the second set is referred to as heteronuclear. The difference between the si t uation encountered in diamagnetic solids and the present si t uation
is that nuclei with the same magnetogyric ratios may in effect be heteronuclei due to
differences in the hyperfine couplings much greater than their mutual dipolar couplings.

6.2.1

General Timing Diagram

The general scheme of the RE-ENDOR experiment consists of five periods as shown
in Figure 6.2. The first and the last periods, called pumping and detection respectively
involve resonant irradiation of the electron spins. The intervening preparation, evolution and mixing periods are analogous to those that are routinely used in 2D NMR
experiments[14] and involve only nuclear spin irradiation. The overall scheme is a combination of time-domain or "coherence transfer" [8,9, 10, 11] ENDOR with various techniques of high resolution solid-state NMR.
During the pumping period electron spin irradiation partially saturates some part of
the spectrum. This in turn creates nonequilibrium nuclear spin populations which are
then subjected to a series of rf pulses during the following three periods. Usually the
preparation and mixing periods are identical or at least similar. In the simplest case,
which suffices here, both of these periods are made up of a single

~

pulse. The evolution

period, t 1 , the point of concern here, can contain different rf pulse sequences, two of
which are shown in Figure 6.2 and discussed below. The tl modulated information of the
nonequilibrium nuclear spin population created during the pumping period is monitored
by its effect on the ESR signal in the detection period. Repetition with incrementation
of tl and Fourier transformation with respect to this dimension leads to the resolutionenhanced spectrum.
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Figure 6.2: a) Timing diagram for resolution-enhanced ENDOR. Pumping and detection periods involve irradiation of the electron spins. The other three periods are
similar to those used in routine 20 experiments. b) Evolution period multiplepulse sequences investigated. The evolution period sequences for the determination of the measurement of homonuclear coupling.
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6 .2.2

The Hamiltonian and the O bservables

In order to discuss the additional information available from RE-ENDOR, it is necessary to introduce additional spin interactions that are usually negligible in ENDOR
analysis. To demonstrate the fact that individual dipolar couplings between nuclei close
to a paramagnetic site can be measured, calculations were performed with high-field
rotating-frame Hamiltonian of the form

"lie

(L"li s) + L"li[k

+

k

j

+L

L "lis]s),
j<j'

k<k'

"li[klk, + L "liS)h

+

j<k

(6.5 )
The label e indicates those degrees of freedom that do not change during the period of
nuclear irradiation. It is comprised of the electronic state, including spin, and, in some
cases, certain nuclear degrees of freedom that are far from resonance and whose coupling
may be treated as an "inhomogeneous" effect. When such nuclear states are included in

I e),

the responses are formally summed over all possible such states, since the subspectra

due to each a.re not generally resolvable. The goal is to show that their influence can be
removed a.s a line broadening contribution. Once this is accomplished, they are irrelevant
degrees of freedom and explicit summation is unnecessary. The label I refers to spins in
the irradiated band, while S refers to all other nuclei in the system not included in

I e).

The single spin terms particular to the individual nuclei are
_( w e,l
zk

o e, II

-H zk

where

w:;/

is the chemical shift of the

kth

+ a e,l
+ C{e,l)I
zk
zk
zk

(6.6)

zk,

(6.7)

I spin

1I1

electronic state

I e), a:{

is the

corresponding hyperfine shift and d~{ is the shift due to the dipolar local field of the
nuclear states included in

I e),

if any.

Exactly analogous terms comprise "lis.
]

The
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coupling terms have the form
(6.8)

and similarly for He.::oJ ) s) ' and He/k /k' . For the heteronuclear case, where the I and S
resonances are separated by differences

a doubly rotating frame, where the heteronuclear flip-flop terms are truncated, was employed. In the homonuclear case, this additional approximation is avoided, thus implicitly
includi ng the possi bili ty that terms of order

_ o. e, I)
( o.e,s
Z)
zk
contribute to the response of the I spins. Similarly, the coupling of th.e system to the
applied radiation field is
Hrj

= -wp(L ScPj + L lcPk) )

where wp

= ,B1

and ~wI

= (w6

frequency, Wo

~ws L S zj - ~wI L

k

)

(6.9)

I z kl

k

is the on-resonance nutation frequency, ¢ indicates the phase of the rf

- w) and ~ws

= ,Bo,

= (w5 -

w) is the difference between the reference Larmor

and the applied frequency, w. The possibility of interaction with

the radiation field is included for all spins not explicitly included in

I e),

though for the

homonuclear single-resonance case those labelled as S spins will in practice be only weakly
affected, since their hyperfine splittings set them off-resonance. The offset
so that one hyperfine satellite band is near resonance in the sense wp
This condition can be met for two or more spins

»

~w

is chosen

(0.:: + ~w).

h when the spins are magnetically

equivalent or when they are made nearly isochronous at a particular crystal orientation
by taking advantage of the anisotropy of the hyperfine couplings

a:f.

The spectra are calculated in the time domain using a numerical implementation
of the unitary evolution of the density operator of the I and S spins. The program
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used for these calculations is discussed in greater lengt h in Appendix C. The rf pulses
descri bed are taken as sq uare, so the rotating-frame Hamiltonian is piecewise constant
and is diagonalised at each step for the rf field st rength at that time. The complex signal
is assumed to be of the form
(6.10)
where (I++S+)

= (Ix+Sx)+ i(ly+Sy) is the observable for the two transverse components

of the spin angular momenta contributing to the hyperfine satellites of interest and Ue(t)
is the propagator derived from the Hamiltonian (equation 6.5) . The initial condition is

p(O) = b I e)(e I (Sz

+ I z)

(6.11)

and the trace operation is performed over the space spanned by the I and S spins. The
inclusion of S spins in the initial conditions and in the observable is for the homonuclear
experiments actually only a precaution; it allows for the numerical confirmation that
only slight evolution occurs in this subspace as a result of pulse sequences centred at
the I resonances. In the heteronuclear case the S operators are absent in the detection ;
i. e ., detection is only at the I frequency. In a coherence transfer ENDOR experiment,
the nuclear spin evolution period stands between two periods of irradiation at electron
spin transitions and ends with a pulse to store the nuclear spin coherence as population
differences. In this way one component of the transverse nuclear magnetisation within an
electronic state is detected indirectly as changes in the ESR signal. Since all the spectra
calculated here are symmetric about their centres, only one observable is necessary and
the formalism will equally well describe the END OR or NNMR signals. Initial conditions
other that of equation 6.11 (multipolar order) could occur in either case depending on
the details of the preparation. This would effect relative line intensities, but not the
resolution of primary interest here. Thus these less common initial conditions are set
aside.
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6.3

Isolating Couplings

6.3.1

Homonuclear Case

This spectroscopic situation is closely analogous to the situation encountered in the
solid-state NMR of small clusters of one nuclear species coupled to many nuclei of another
species. The st raightforward approach is decoupling the heteronuclei by irradiation at
their transition frequency.[.5] This is of little use in the present context, since the diverse
hyperfine couplings of the heteronuclei will typically spread their transitions over many
different bands making intense irradiation of all neighbours impractical. A more applicable approach is nutation spectroscopy,[15] which has been demonstrated, for example,
on

13C_13C

pairs in protonated molecules.[16] Recently,[17] transient nutations within

the nuclear sublevels in an electron-nuclear system was indirectly detected through the
polarisation of the electron spins. The method was shown to be useful for counting the
number of equivalent nuclear spins in ENDOR spectroscopy. However, in that study
dipolar couplings between nuclear spins were neglected.
Nutation of the spin magnetisation by intense resonant irradiation has the effect of
eliminating heteronuclear couplings and chemical shifts, while retaining the homo nuclear
coupling scaled by a factor of -1/2. Two drawbacks of nutation spectrosopy are that
it requires high peak power, if it is to be used without additional irra.diation at the
nuclei to be decoupled. The rf homogeneity requirements are stringent if sufficiently high
resolution is to be achieved. These requireme nts are more stringent in single crystals
than in powders, since the continuous distribution of orientations in the latter samples
reduces the attainable resolution in any case.
An alternative to the single-phase nutation experiment is to give a train of phaseshifted

7r

pulses to the spins of interest. The

7r

train reduces both the power and the

rf homogeneity requirements needed for a given resolution. If the duty ratio is low, the
resolution achievable with the

7r

train is better than for the nutation experiment. This is
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because the average Hamiltonian for the

7r

train is not scaled down during the windows

and is scaled by 1/-1 on average over the pulses, while in the nutation case the Hamiltonian
is scaled by a factor of a 1/2.

6.3.2

Heteronuclear Case

For a system of N spins coupled to one S spin, there are N heteronuclear couplings,
but N(N -1)/2 hOlllonuclear ones. This implies that the heteronuclear spectra are greatly
simplified and consequently have less total information. However, this lost information
is reobtainable if the S spins are randomly distributed. Pulse sequences to extract the
heteronuclear coupling constants in solids,[18, 19,20] while observing either lor S spins,
are known. All these sequences eliminate the homonuclear terms to increase the resolution
or measurement of the Zeeman and heteronuclear terms. The SHRIMP sequence [20]
was employed in this study and involves irradiating both the I and S spins with the
same sequence of

7r

/2 pulses. This method has the advantage over other sequences for

dipolar measurements in that Zeeman terms are completely removed and dipolar scaling
is minimised. The I spin spectrum of an ISN system for the SHRIMP sequence is N
pairs of lines, the separation between each pair being 4D /3. On the other hand, the
separation for the other sequences is only

2D/V3.

This implies greater resolution with

SHRIMP than with the other sequences .

6.4

Results and Discussion

6.4.1

Phosphorous Donor in Silicon

The original ENDOR[l] experiments were performed on the 31 P resonances of dilutely
doped phosphorous in crystalline silicon and subsequently the 29Si ENDOR of this site
was intensively studied by CW techniques.[3]
Silicon crystallises in a face-centred cubic lattice with lattice constant 5.4307 A(Figure
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6.3). From previous ENDOR studies it is known that phosphorous is a substitutional
i mpuri ty. \Vi thou t loss of generali ty, its posi tion is chosen as the origin (cross hatched
in Figure 6.3). The 29Si nuclei around the donor form a series of neighbour shells . The
large number of shells fall into four distinct classes as a result of Td symmetry around the
impurity. From a detailed analysis of ENDOR data, previous workers have determined
hyperfine coupling constants and also made site assignments for a large number of lines.
Many of the assignments are, however, controversial.[21) It is demonstrated here that
line-narrowing sequences will allow the measurement of individual dipolar couplings of
less than 100 Hz from ENDOR lines which are 2- 3 kHz wide in ordinary END OR. This
allows unambiguous assignment of the hyperfine couplings and measurement of the lattice
distortion around the dopant.
The numerical calculations were performed on a typical 29Si ENDOR line, in this
case the D line. Onffroy[21J has assigned this line to the (2,2,4) shell while Ivey and
Mieher[22) claim that it arises from the (3,3,7) shell. Both of these shells belong to the
[110J plane class and hence there are 12 equivalent sites in each shell. The 12 sites form
two magnetically inequivalent sets of 4 (solid atom in Figure 6.3) and 8 (hatched atoms
in Figure 6.3) respectively, when the magnetic field is along the [001) or crystallogTaphic
c axis. All computations were done on the high frequency D line for the above mentioned
field orientation. The line was chosen for two reasons: there exists a controversy in the
literature regarding the site assignment and, for the chosen magnetic field orientation, it
is well-resolved.

6.4.2

Linewidths

The second moment for a system composed of two magnetic species is given by the
Van Vleck formula[23, 24)
L{I

11',2

b2
1 2 2 tc. 2I' '"'
2
= -1' I4l t 2I '"'
~ jk + "3'I1SIt
~ ejk'
to.

3

j<k

j<k'

(6.12)
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Figure 6.3: Unit cell of silicon. The cross-hatched atom at the origin is the substitutional
impurity phosphorous. The magnetically inequivalent sets of nuclei in the [110]
plane class are labelled . There are 8 equivalent hatched atoms and 4 equivalent
solid atoms.
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where bjk and

ejk'

have the form
(6.13)
(6.14)

ejk'

The first term in the second moment is the homonuclear contribution for the spin I
with magnetogyric ratio /1 while the second term is the heteronuclear contribution. The
magnetogyric ratio of the S spins is IS. The angles
r jk

and

r jk'

(} jk

and

(} jk'

are between the vectors

and the applied magnetic field. The pure exchange term

Jjk'

contributes to

the second moment only in the heteronuclear case. The summation with respect to k' is
over all the heteronuclei, and in this particular case will include the P and the hyperfine
shifted Si. The natural abundances of the magnetically active nuclei are represented by

f

and

J'.

The square root of the second moment for the D line was found to be 40 Hz. As 301ready mentioned, the observed lines are 2- 3 kHz wide, demonstrating that other sources
of linebroadening dominate. In metals, linewidths much bigger than can be accounted
for purely by dipole interactions have been seen and rationalised[25, 26J as arising from
indirect exchange between the nuclei, mediated by the conduction electrons . No estimate
of indirect exchange in Si semiconductors exists in the literature. The J coupling between directly bonded silicon atoms in isolated molecules may be a reasonable model for
this indirect exchange, since at low temperatures, the conduction band is unoccupied.
Inclusion of indirect exchange in the form of a J coupling only changed the calculated
linewidth by about 10%.
The linewidth calculated on the basis of nuclear spin interactions is thus orders of
magnitude smaller than what is observed in practice. The observed linewidths must be
due to other factors. Line broadening could arise as a result of inhomogeneity in the
wavefunction of different donor centres as a result of strain .[27 , 28J In imperfect crystals,
another potential source of broadening is the anisotropic part of the wavefunction. In

8.5

either case such effects will be eliminated from the RE-ENDOR linewidth just as Zeeman
terms are. In the CW version, artifacts of the experimental technique such as power
broadening and sweep rate could also contribute to the observed linewidth, but are irrelevant to the time-domain RE-ENDOR method. In summary, the sequences delivered
durillg the RE-ENDOR evolution period should eliminate any plausible source of the
ENDOR linewidth.

6.5

Numerical Calculations
The fact that the natural abundance of 29Si is only 4.67% makes the calculations

easier in that the possibility of large clusters of coupled spins can be neglected. Thus
computing time is practical with straightforward matrix mechanics. However, a summati on is needed over many such calculations weighted by the statistical probability of
different configurations of 28Si and 29Si nuclei.
The calculations for the measurement of the homonuclear dipolar couplings that follow
were performed for the

7r

train at a nutation frequency of 100 kHz. At this rf power the

S spin is effectively decoupled, as established by worst case sample calculations, thus
allowing the omission of the S spins from the bulk of the calculations. The number of
I spins involved in the calculations varied from one to five. Calculations with three or

more spins were found to be unnecessary since the statistical summation of such spectra
showed measurable contributions only from one and two spins. The spectra from higher
spin numbers do not significantly contribute to the summed spectra since the intensity
is spread out over many lines and the probability of occurrence at natural abundance of
large numbers of 29Si is very low. The weighting factor, w, in the statistical summation
is given by
w

= ~ (~) (0.0467)i+n(0.9533y-(i+ n).
i=O

(6.15)

l

Here n is the number of I spins in the calculation and i the number of S spins. The first
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term represents the combinatorial term that determines the number of ways i spins of the

S type can be picked out of a possible s sites. The other numerical factors are the natural
abundance of 29Si and 28Si respectively. Any S spin with a dipola,r coupling 2 20 Hz
was initially included in fixing the number of sites s. It was found that the statistically
summed spectra did not change appreciably when s varied from 0 to 100 demonst.rating
that all heteronuclear sites were in fact decoupled. For larger values of s the probability
of occurrence of large numbers of 29Si is higher and calculations cannot be restricted
to 5 or fewer spins, but calculation of worst case systems with up to 5 spins showed
that decoupling was adequate given the 10 Hz linewidth associated with apodising the
time domain data. This value is a conservative estimate of that linewidth expected from
various pulse errors in multipulse NMR experiments.
The sumllled spectrum for the (2,2.4) assignment of the D line is shown in Figure 6.4
a). As mentioned earlier, the major contribution to the signal is from single I spins. The
only other significant contribution is from pairs of I spins, which give rise to the familiar
Pake doublet. The ratio of the peak heights arising from the single spin to that due to
two spins is rigorously correct for NNMR, but approximate for ENDOR. This is because
electron spin irradiation during the pumping period creates other than Zeeman order.[17]
With the pulse sequence proposed these terms in the initial condition contribute to the
line at the single spin frequency.
The key feature of the summed spectrum is that by eliminating inhomogeneity terms
and heteronuclear couplings, resolved homonuclear features may be observed at 10 Hz
resolution.

This is comparable to that obtained in multiple-pulse line narrowing on

dia.magnetic solids and is at least two orders of magnitude better than the observed
ENDOR linewidths, and provides an entirely different level of information.
The spectrum for the (3,3,7) assignment for the D line is shown in Figure 6.4 b). Site
assignments can be made from the fact that the separation of the doublet is dependent
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Figure 6.4: RE-ENDOR spectrum of the D line in silicon. a) Site assignment (2,2,4)
b) Site assignment (3,3,7). No homonuclear couplings are resolved for the former

assignment . The structure in the spectrum a) is due to two spins which results in
the Pake doublet .
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on the magnitude of the homonuclear couplings. In this case the couplings (::; .5.:3 Hz)
are not big enough to be resolved.
An important issue for experimental design is the rf power required. A stacked plot
of the effect of rf pulse power on the spectrum of a three-spin system made up of 2 I and
one S spin is shown in Figure 6.5 for both the nutation (top) and the

7r

train (bottom).

For the nutation sequence with increasing pulse lengths or smaller rf powers, the spectra
start to become distorted. These distortions are anticipated from the usual correction
terms to the average Hamiltonian for long cycles.
Calculations with the train of phase shifted

7r

pulses gave similar results. The se-

quence, however, fails at a somewhat higher rf power than the nutation sequence. From
an experimental point of view, since the rf homogeneity requirements are high for the
nutation experiment, it may be easier to use the phase shifted
7r

7r

train. In addition, the

train gives superior line narrowing off resonance, which will be important if hyperfine

inhomogeneity turns out to be the dominant source of the CW ENDOR linewidths.

6.6

Conclusions
It has been shown from numerical calculations that the linewidths observed in EN-

DOR cannot be accounted for by unresolved dipolar couplings and that multiple- pulse
line narrowing schemes can be employed to narrow the linewidths by at least two orders
of magnitude. More specifically, it has been shown that the nutation sequence or a train
of phase-shifted

7r

pulses can be used to extract homonuclear couplings. Heteronuclear

couplings can similarly be measured using the SHRIMP sequence.

This technique is

likely to aid in site assignments and a specific example of a controversial assignment in
P-doped Si was considered. Lattice distortions introduced by the presence of paramagnetic impurities could also be measured by sorting out the direct dipole and pseudo dipole
contributions to the line splittings as discussed in Appendix A. The method developed is
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completely genera.l and is applicable to systems where low temperature ENDOR or near
nuclei magnetic resonance spectra. have been obtained . The only restriction is that electron spin lifetime effects do not prevent resolution enhancement. Thus I-He temperatures
will usually be necessary.
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Chapter 7

Fourier Transform Time Sequenced Optical
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance: Preliminary
Studies

Magnetic resonance is among the most widely used spectroscopic tools for obtaining
both static and dynamic structural information. The applicability of magnetic resonance,
especially NMR, would be even more far-reaching if not for its inherentl}' low sensitivity
which is a result of the small energy of the radiofrequency quantum. The smallness of the
quantum involved affects the sensitivity in two distinct ways. First, only small fractional
population differences, manifested as spin polarisation, exist between states with opposite
magnetic moment. The other limitation arises from having to discriminate these lowfrequency signals from the appreciable thermal noise present at such frequencies. Since
the early days of NMR, methods aimed at circumventing one or both of the limitations
have been proposed.
Of the ways to increase the nuclear polarisation, the most obvious is to work at
low temperatures. One disadvantage of this method is that the improvement in nuclear
polarisation is quickly offset by the increase in the spin-lattice relaxation time, the time
required to achieve equilibrium polarisation. A more attractive and practical way, is to
couple the nuclear spin to other degrees of freedom. Dynamic[l] and optical[2] nuclear
polarisation are two such common methods. In the former, the nuclear spin is coupled
to the electron spin while in the latter it is coupled to the electronic wave function.
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Another route that is taken, although only infrequently, is to detect resonant changes
in the polarisation by a more sensitive method than rf detection. This principle is called
··trigger" detection and can provide significant enhancement in the sensitivity. One of the
ear liest such methods was the Stern-Gerlach effect [3] while more recent examples include
magnetic circular dichroism[4] and Raman heterodyne detected electron nuclear double
resonance.[5]
The method discussed in this chapter combines both of these general principles to the
study of II I- V semiconductors. Significant improvements of existing techniques were made
in this laboratory recently, affording a possibility of the study of low concentration defects
in such semiconductors. In this chapter a time- domain extension [6] of the technique
developed in this laboratory,[7] time-sequenced optical NMR (TSONMR), is discussed.

7.1

Optically Detected NMR in III-V Semiconductors

7.1.1

Optical Pumping

The band structure of GaAs is shown in Figure 7.1. The three bands are the light hole,
heavy hole and the split-off band. At k

= 0 the

spin-orbit coupling,

~,

determines the

energy separation between the split-off band and the degenerate light and heavy holes.
The band gap at liquid nitrogen temperatures (77 K) is 1.50 eV. Band gap excitation
E

< hv <

E

+~

(7.1 )

causes the electrons to be excited from the light and heavy hole bands to the conduction
band. The selection rules for this transi tion are similar to atomic the transi tion (2p3/2

-+

2S 1 / 2 ) and arise from the conservation of angular momentum with the angular momentum
of the photon being transferred to the electron. For excitation from the split-off band,
the selection rules are opposite to those from the degenerate light and heavy hole bands.
Th us, left-hand ci rcularly polarised radiation causes transi tions with the selection rule
~m

=

+1 while light of the opposite handedness induces

~m

=

-1 transitions. The
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Figure 7.1: GaAs band structure and selection rules for optical transitions.

Left :

Band structure of GaAs. In this figure, hh, lh, and sh signify heavy hole, light
hole, and split-off band respectively.

I:

is the band gap energy,

~

is the spin-orbit

coupling and hv is the optical pumping laser energy. Right : Selection rules for
optical transitions for left (1+) and right (1- circularly polarised light.
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probabilities of the transitions for right-hand polarised light, shown in Figure 7.1, are in
the ratio of 3:1 for creation of electrons with spin up to that with spin down.
The average electron polarisation, Pe , in the conduction band is

(7.2)
where

11+

and

1L

are the number of electrons with spin projections +1/2 and -1/2

respectively and the direction of quantisation,

Z,

is the direction of propagation of the

light. With the selection rules of Figure 7.1 and tuning such that transitions from the
split-off band are negligible (S':;) can have a maximum of 0.25.

For the steady-state

optical pumping of concern here, (S'z) is diminished from that at the time of photocarrier
creation due to spin-lattice relaxation

Ts

during the lifetime

T

(10- 9

-

10- 10 s) of the

electron in the conduction band and is given by

(S'z)

Ts
= 0.25--.
T + Ts

(7.3)

The 0.25 in the above equation is the maximum electron spin expectation value achievable
at the time of creation. Since angular momentum is conserved between the electron
and photon during this process the luminescence is polarised. The degree of circular
polarisation is defined operationally as

(7.4 )
Here 1+ and 1_ are the intensities of the a+ and a_ polarised radiation respectively.
This is the observable in the experiments reported in this chapter. The polarisation of
the radiation is related to the average electron spin in the conduction band by
(7.5 )
Optical pumping is usually performed in the presence of a magnetic field (in all the
experiments reported here this magnetic field was 150 G) since

Ts

is longer in a magnetic
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field which implies that larger electron polarisations can be achieved. The magnetic field
is, for all practical purposes, parallel to the direction of the optical pumping radiation.
Figure 7.2 is a view of the experimental setup and makes clear the orientation of the
different fields. A more detailed description of the experimental setup is given in 7.4.l.

7.1.2

Optical Nuclear Polarisation

The spin-polarised photoelectrons created by optical pumping interact with the nuclei
by the hyperfine interaction. The isotropic part of this interaction for the kth nucleus
located at

rk

is given by
(7.6)

The coupling is dependent on the magnetic moments of the electron (g;3S

= ,nS) and nu-

cleus (gn;3n l = Inn l ) and the probability density of the electron at the nucleus,

11'(rd 12.

The hyperfine interaction has terms of the form 1+5_ and 1_5+ which cause simultaneous
electron-nuclear flip-flop. Fluctuations in this term are the mechanism for the transfer of
the electron polarisation to the nUclei[8, 9,10,11]' with a time constant T 10n which varies
from seconds to minutes. The polarisation exchanging flip-flop transitions are distance
dependent (through the electron density term in the hyperfine interaction) and occur
more efficiently if the excited electron is localised. This happens readily at donor sites
in the host lattice which are referred to as the optically relevant defects (ORD). Nuclei
within typically 100

A (the

effective Bohr radius around the donor) of an ORD are po-

larised directly and transfer of polarisation to the nuclei outside the effective Bohr radius
occurs by spin diffusion. The degree of nuclear polarisation is determined by

(I)
In this expression

f

=f

I(I

+ 1) (5.).

5(5+1)

-

(7.7)

is a leakage factor and includes all other nuclear spin-lattice relaxation

mechanisms that reduce the observed nuclear polarisation. An enhancement of at least
10 5 over that obtained by normal means is achievable with this method.
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Figure 7.2: Experimental setup for optically detected NMR. The orientation of the different magnetic fields is shown in detail. The sample resides in a cryostat which is
not shown . The circularly polarised luminescence emitted is converted to linearly
polarised radiation by the PEM .
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The presence of the applied magnetic field is important for the creation of Zeeman
order (which corresponds to nuclear polari sat ion). In the absence of such a field of at
leas t several gauss; the nuclei have no preferred axis of quantisatioll and the Zeeman
order cannot serve as a reservoir.

7.1.3

Optical Detection

The nuclear polarisation created optically can, in principle, be detected by conventiona.! means but never has been in GaAs. This is because significant ad van tages are
achieved by optical detection.[1:2, 13] There are two mechanisms by which the nuclear
polarisation affects the luminescence polarisation.

Both of these mechanisms can be

understood in terms of the local hyperfine field of the polarised nuclei, B n , which is proportional to (I). The nuclear field has contributions from all the NMR active nuclei. For
example, in GaAs, 69Ga (spin = 3/2, natural abundance = 60.4%), 71Ga (spin = 3/2,
natural abundance = 39.6%), and 75As (spin = 3/2 and natural abundance = 100%)
contribute to the nuclear field. In the experiments reported, the nuclear field is oriented
antiparallel to the applied magnetic field at the end of nuclear polarisation.
The dependence of Ts on the total field B t

= Bo + Bn constitutes the first

mechanism

for depolarisation. The contribution from this mechanism is insignificant compared to
the second, which is the luminescence depolarisation as a result of the precession of the
optically pumped electron spins about the total field. In analogy with the depolarisation
of fluorescence seen in fluorescing atoms in a transverse magnetic field this luminescence
depolarisation is termed the Hanle effect.

7.2

Steady-State ODNMR
The steady-state version of an optically-detected NMR experiment proceeds as fol-

lows. In the presence of band gap irradiation which leads to ONP, the rf is continuously
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Figure 7.3: Schematic of Hanle effect detection. Top : Incomplete luminescence depolarisation in the prescence of a transverse field not orthogonal to the average electron
Spill . Bottom: Complete depolarisation in an orthogonal transverse field .
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swept. At or near resonance the nuclear field is tilted by the rf and a transverse compone nt is created resulting in a tilted total field. The luminescence is depolarised since
t he average electron spin is no longer aligned with the total field. A vector picture of the
proc esses occurring during the detection process is represented in Figure 7.3. As might
be ex pected, maximum depolarisation is achieved when the total field is orthogonal to
the electron spin direction (complete Hanle effect), but this is achieved in the steadystate experiments only by an unlikely cancellation between the applied field and those
contributions to the nuclear fi eld which remain antiparallel to it.
In previous optically detected NMRI (ODNMR) experiments in GaAs [12, 14, 15, 16,
17, 18] the optical pumping, rf irradiation and Hanle effect detection occurred simultaneously in a static magnetic field parallel to the pumping light. When the rf is far from
resonance, the nuclei are polarised along the static magnetic field. As the rf is swept
through a nuclear resonance, the nuclei precess about the rf field. This produces a component of Bn perpendicular to the static field direction, and to the average electron spin

(5). The electron spi ns precess in this oblique total magnetic field, and a Hanle-effect
reduction in p is observed. This is called steady-state ODNMR.
The experimental situation of simultaneous optical pumping, rf irradiation and Hanle
effect detection adversely affects both the resolution and the sensitivity of the optically
detected NMR experiment. Sensitivity is compromised by the fact that the detec tion
process is carried out with the total field at an oblique angle to the z-axis instead of the
optimal orthogonal arrangement of the Hanle field and the exciting optical radiation.
An even bigger disadvantage is the effect of simultaneous optical pumping and rf
irradiation on the resolution of the NMR spectrum. During the acquisition of the NMR
spectrum, the electrons are continuously pumped to the excited state and the nuclei
see an average over those electronic states which are occupied in the presence of the
I

this is a misnom e r since the me thod involves bot.h optical nucl ear polarisation and optical detection
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light. This ma.nifests itself as a line shift and broadening due to the I{night shifts from
the photocarriers, which vary with distance from the ORD. Also the NMR spectrum
is dominated by those nuclear sites with the largest hyperfine couplings.

These two

disadvantages limit the applicability of steady-state ODNMR as an analytical tool.

7.3

Time-Sequenced Optical NMR Experiment
Recent experiments[6, 7, 19] performed in this laboratory in a time-sequenced fashion

have achieved significant sensitivity and resolution enhancement relative to steady-state
ODNMR.
The resolution disadvantage of steady-state ODNMR is circumvented in time sequenced optical Nl\,IR by performing the NMR part of the experiment in the absence of
optical pumping. The second improvement is in the detection process which employs an
additional applied field perpendicular to the optical axis.[20]
Experimentally, the first advantage is easily realised by shuttering off the laser during
rf irradiation by a mechanical device. The ad vantage in the detection (the complete Hanle
effect) is achieved as follows. If, after rf irradiation, the applied magnetic field, which
is parallel (this is only approximately true since geometric constraints do not permit a
perfect parallel arrangement) to the direction of the optical pumping radiation and along
which the nuclei are quantised, is ramped down with a simultaneous ramping up of a field
orthogonal to the light (Hanle field) then the resid ual nuclear field adiabatically follows
the total field and eventually is perpendicular to the light and the electron spin. From the
vector picture depicting the Hanle effect in Figure 7.3 it is obvious that complete luminescence depolarisation is possi ble for this case. In practice the experiment is performed
in the region where p depends steeply and linearly on the total field. Extensive sensitivity
analysis of this method has already been published.[7] Figure 7.4 shows a timing diagram
for the TSONMR experiment.
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absence of the laser, the fields are adiabatically switched from Bz to B:c producing
a magnetic field orthogonal to the electron spin and hence a sensitivity advantage .
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7.4

Time-Domain TSONMR
In CW-TSONi\[R the NMR part of the experiment is performed in a continuous wave

fashion; the weak 100 ms pulse is long enough to destroy magnetisation in proportion to
the lillear response NMR absorption curve. As is now well known, significant advantages
are possible by performing the same experiment in the time-domain. In CvV- TSONMR,
as in all CW experiments, there is a crucial illterplay between signal-to-noise ratio and the
power of the rf irradiation. Increasing rf power to improve sensitivity leads first to power
broadening of the Ii nes and later to second-order effects such as the exci tation of multiplequantum transitions. If care is not taken, these effects are seen routinely in steady-state
ODNMR and TSONMR experiments.[19, 21] These artifacts, however, do not plague
time-domain experiments. More importantly, time-domain methods allow the various
experiments associated with the concepts of selective averaging and multidimensional
spectroscopy to be done by TSONMR.

7.4.1

Experimental Details

The experimental setup used for the time-domain experiment is identical to that used
for the time-sequenced instrument. A brief description of the experimental setup used in
the experiments is presented here. A more extensive description of the instrument can
be found in a detailed report to be published from this laboratory.[22]
A schematic of the experiment used for TSONMR is presented in Figure 7.2. The
excitation optics consist of a multimode semiconductor diode laser at 790 nm. The laser
output is linearly polarised but is converted to circular polarisation by a quarter-wave
plate after collimation. The laser is chopped at 500 Hz and strikes the sample at 15°
with respect to the magnetic field. The sample is p- GaAs with 4

X

10 17

Icc of Zn atoms

as the impurity and is maintained at 77 K in a liquid N2 cryostat made of glass.
The static and Hanle fields are provided by electromagnets arranged around the tail
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of the glass cryostat as shown in Figure 7.2. The radiofrequency coils were placed inside
the cryostat as part of the sample holder. The static and Hanle fields were regulated
using home-built shunt current regulators and were ramped using externally supplied
mod ulation voltages. The rise/fall time is 50 msec. The maximum field of the longi tudinal
coil was:::::: 200 G while that for the Hanle field was:::::: 100 G and in both cases was limited
by resisi ti ve heating.
The radiofrequency portion of the spectrometer consists of a Hewlett-Packard frequency synthesiseI' whose output is amplified with an ENI broad-band power amplifier.
The rf pulses are controlled by an Interface Technology digital word generator with an
IBM PS/2 Model 80 computer serving as the master control.
The detection path utilizes a collection lens which collimates the luminescence. A
photoelastic modulator (PEM) oscillating between ±)"/4 retardation at 50 kHz functions
as a quarter-wave polariseI' alternately turning left or right circularly polarised light
into linearly polarised light which is passed by the linear polariser. The signal that is
modulated at both the PEM and the chopper frequencies is detected by an RCA avalanche
photodiode. The signal is digitised by two lock-in amplifiers locked to the PEM and
chopper frequency respectively. These correspond to the numerator and denominator,
respecti vely, in the expression for p (equation 7.4). During the course of these experiments
the noise characteristics of the detection system were measured and these are reported
in Appendix B.

7.4.2

Nutation

Transient nutation phenomena, also known as Torrey oscillations,[23, 24] occur when
rf radiation is suddenly turned

Oil

at or near resonance. It can be visualised in the rotating

frame as the precession of the magnetisation around the effective field with frequency
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where

WI

= ,B 1 is the strength of the driving field and 6w =

W -

Wo

is the frequency

offset of the driving field from the resonance frequency. The nutation pulse sequence
consists of a single pulse of length tl that is incremented for each point in the spectrum.
An optically detected transient nutation in GaAs is presented in Figure 7.5. The Fourier
transform of this data is provided as an ins~t. An interesting point to note is that due
to the relatively small longitudinal field of 0.01.5 T (150 Gauss), the resonance has a
Bloch-Siegert shift[27] of wU4wo

= 840

Hz from the CW experiment.

In NMR experiments performed in this laboratory on GaAs but detected by conventional methods (the impurity concentrations were much higher in these samples) the nutation spectrum showed a frequency component which was twice the nutation frequency.[25]
This effect is seen in quadrupolar nuclei of half-integer spin I, for wQ (quadrupole coupling constant)

>>

WI

and is a means of separating the quadrupolar perturbed sites

from the unperturbed ones. This effect results from the fact that the nutation frequency
of the central transition (-1/2 -

1/2) is (I

+

~)wd26] This effect was not observed

in the nutation experiments reported here but has very recently been seen in identical
TSONMR experiments on different p-GaAs samples.

7.4.3

FT-TSONMR

A Fourier transform TSONMR experiment consists of a simple two-pulse experiment
using the sequence

The initial Ox pulse rotates the nuclear magnetisation in the yz plane of the rotating
frame by an angle Ox

= ,Bltl = wltl

and initiates a period of free evolution, just as in a

conventional NMR experiment. The evolution period is continued for an interval t l , then
a second Ox pulse returns the remaining magnetisation to the z-axis for measurement by
Hanle detection following the field cycling step. The signal S(tl) is analogous to an FID
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Figure 7.5: Optically detected transient nutations. Inset : Fourier tansform of transient
nutation. The pulse sequence is given at the bottom.
frequency component at twice the nutation frequency .

Notice the absence of a
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as observed in conventional NMR experiments, except that it is observed using a sam ple
that is 106 times smaller.
Figure 7.6 shows an FID of TlGa nuclei obtained by FT-TSONMR. The rf pulse
frequency was offset from the resonance frequency by 10 kHz and both pulse lengths
were set to 9.0

ItS

for a Ox

=

7r

/2 pulse angle. The inset in the figure shows the Fourier

transform of the FID. The resonance line was fitted to a Lorentzian (gives a nominally
better fit than a Gaussian in all cases) curve with a linewidth of 3.7 kHz. This linewidth
is 1.6 times larger than that observed for the CW- TSONMR and conventional NMR
experiments, which indicates that the FT- TSONMR experiment probes different sites
from its CW coun terpart. This is di sc ussed in Section 7.4.5. Experiments performed to
investigate this difference are discussed in detail in section 7.4.5.
An important advantage of the FT experiment over steady-state optically detected
NMR methods is increased sensitivity. The time-domain methods permit 100% of a given
species of nuclear spins to be affected by an NMR experiment without the disadvantages
of power broadening inherent in steady-state experiments. This advantage is evident
in Figure 7.7 where the results of steady- state ODNMR and FT-TSONMR of 7lGa
performed under identical conditions are compared. The resolution and sensitivity of the
time-domain experiment are better by factors of 3 and 8, respectively.

7.4.4

Relaxation Parameters From FT-TSONMR

In addition to the NMR spectral information which can be found from FT- TSONMR
and TSONMR nutation experiments, the time-sequenced technique can measure NMR
relaxation times.
Both CW and FT-TSONMR are capable of measuring NMR spin-lattice relaxation
times, T 1 • For the CW experiment the spin-lattice relaxation time is measured by waiting
a time tl after the rf irradiation and then cycling the field for detection. The magnetisat ion is monitored using TSONMR as it diminishes along the z axis toward the small
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equilibrium value as a function of the delay 11. The Tl measurement by FT- TSONMR
is done with a suitable ada.ptat ion of the inversion-recove ry experiment. The s pins are
inve rted by a Ox =

7r

pulse followed by a recovery delay tl which is incremented for each

point on the decay curve. The CW and FT versions of the TI experiment yield very
different resul ts. The spin-lattice relaxation curve from the FT experiment is a simple
decay which can be fit to a TI of 5.7 seconds. The CW experiment, however , shows
an initial rise due to spin diffusion from the bulk nuclei outside the optically detected
volume, as will be discussed below. The CW Tl data is shown in Figure 7.8.
The spin-spin relaxation time T2 or more precisely, the echo decay time is measured
using a spin-echo pulse sequence with FT- TSONMR. The NMR part of the spin-echo[28]
experiment consists of the pulse sequence

( ~)
2

- tl -

7r x -

tl -

x

(~)
2

which is similar to the Hahn spin-echo experiment. The
period. After a period ti a pulse with flip angle

7r

x

7r /2

pulse starts a free evolution

reverses the sense of precess ion from

the first ti period. Another ti time period later the magnetisation rephases , produ cing an
echo. The decay of the echo amplitude is plotted against the interpulse delay t I , and the
spin-spin relaxation time T2 is determined by fitting the data to an exponential function.

7.4.5

Linewidths and Spin Diffusion

In previous ODNMR experiments spin diffusion has been shown to be the link between
the bulk nuclear spins and the nuclear spins which are optically polari sed and detected
(in a sphere of 100

A about

the ORD).[13] These more distant nuclei influence the opti-

cally detected NMR signal by coupling to the near nuclei through nuclea.r dipole-dipole
interactions. The diffusion constant and the diffusion radius for

75 As

in high-purity GaAs

have been previously determined experimentally.[29] In the time-sequenced experiments
the detection period was 6 s, which should be ample time for spin diffusion processes
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to influence the signal. These effects must be considered in interpreting the Tl data of
T1Ga obtained from measurements using CW-TSONMR and FT-TSONMR, as well as
the different linewidths seen in these two methods (section 7.4.3).
The CW Tl data show an unexpected rise during the first few points which can be
explained qualitatively as spin diffusion. In order to illustrate this point more clearly it
is useful to employ spin temperature arguments. At the end of the ONP period of the
experiment the nuclear spin system in the irradiated volume has reached a steady-state
with each nuclear species at a separate spin temperature. Since the nuclei are strongly
polarised by ONP the spin temperature is cold compared to the lattice temperature. Resonant rf irradiation reduces the nuclear polarisation which in spin-temperature parlance
corresponds to heating of the spins. The simplest model divides the resonant spins into
two groups: those near enough to the ORD to be quadrupolar perturbed (have quadrupolar satellites outside the linewidth attributed to spin-spin interactions) and those whose
valence band (light-off) spectrum is not measurably perturbed. If these near spins were
to dominate the CW-TSONMR signal then the signal versus il would decay with the
Tl of the near nuclei. That they in fact make a negligible contribution is already clear

from the observation that the CW-TSONMR linewidth is identical to that of pure GaAs
by ordinary NMR. Rather the CW- TSONMR spectrum is dominated by unperturbed
spins, including bulk spins, those which are distant (~ 100 A) from the ORD that their
influence on the optically detected spins occurs by spin diffusion with time-constants.
typically, of the order of seconds. The data in Figure 7.8 indicate that spins outside the
optically detected volume do contribute to the CW-TSONMR signal since for early time
points there is an increase in the measured signal. This rise is attributed to the response
of the bulk spins to resonant irradiation measured as a time-delayed effect on the nuclei
in the optically detected volume. A maximum in the signal intensity is seen after an 800
ms delay in the dark after irradiation with rf. At times greater than 800 ms the Tl of
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Figure 7.8: Spin-lattice relaxation in 7lGa measured by CW experiments. The experiments are performed by rf irradiation followed by a variable delay. The zmagnetisation as a function of the variable delay is plotted . The non-exponential
be haviour is noteworthy. The initial rise in the data is due to spin diffusion from
the bulk .
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these spins becomes the dominant relaxation process.
The data from the FT-TSONMR experiment do not exhibit an initial rise in the
signal intensity. The reason for this difference from the C\V variant is that the 7l'-pulse
used for the inversion-recovery experiment inverts the spins neal' the ORO as well as the
far away spins and no spin temperature gradient between these sites is achieved. The
thermal contact wi th the more distant spins leads to transient behaviour, since they start
with similar temperature. The resulting signal is a simple decay with a time constant,
T 1 , of 5.7 seconds.
The results of the spin-lattice relaxation experiments seem to indicate that the CW
and FT experiments probe different sites. The CW variant of the experiment is sensitive
to sites 2 100 A away from the ORO whereas the FT experiment is additionally sensitive
to the less numerous spins at distances ~ 100 Aaway from the ORD. This is consistent
with the difference in the linewidths of the two experiments. The line broadening seen in
the FT-TSONMR experiment is interpreted as unresolved quadrupole satellites. These
perturbed sites can be seen in the FT experiment because they are ineffectively heated
or cooled by the more abundant distant spins in the short time available.

They are

invisible in the C'vV experiment, because heating by weak irradiation at their resonance
frequencies is incapable of competing with cooling by spin diffusion from the cold and
more abundant distant spins.
In order to sharpen this model of two spin populations, a time-domain experiment
which detects the sites responsible for the CW-TSONMR signal was devised. The premise
behind this experiment is that the distant spins responsi ble for the CVV signal will dominate whenever the spin temperature in the optically detected volume is not modulated
by the nearby spins. This mod ulation was suppressed by an extra period of ONP and
spin diffusion subsequent to the NMR. The time sequencing for this experiment is: (1)
ONP period for 6 s; (2) a Ox - tl - Ox sequence with the pumping light off; (3) reillu-
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last experiment involving rf irradiation followed by nuclear polarisation and spin
diffusion periods probes the same sites as the CW-TSONMR experiment.
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mination with the pumping light for 2 s; (4) a spin diffusion delay in the dark for 1 s;
(5) field cycling and optical detection for 6 s. Steps 1 and 2 of this experiment are no
different from a regular FT- TSONMR experiment. The extra ONP of the modulation
preferentially repolarises the nearby spins while the penultimate delay allows the distant
spins to determine the temperature of the optical volume. The result of this experiment
compared with the FT- TSONMR and CW- TSONMR experiments is shown in Figure
7.9. The FT-TSONMR experiment with extra ONP followed by spin diffusion (extra
ONP /SD) results in a linewidth of 2.9 kHz which is the linewidth associated with bulk
spins.
The second experiment performed was a Hahn spin-echo. The results for spin-echo
experiments done with and without extra ONP /SD are shown in Figure T.10. The decay
of the echo amplitude is significantly different for the two experiments. For the experiment
without extra ONP /SD the fast decay of the echo amplitude is due to the quadrupole
couplings which are not refocused by the 7r-pulse. The decay corresponding to 2 s extra
ONP /1 s SD is much slower. The sites responsible for this signal do not have appreciable
quadrupole couplings and the linewidth is due to homonuclear spin-spin couplings. The
spin-echo is able to refocus the heteronuclear couplings, and thereby increase T 2 , resulting
in a slower decay of the spin-echo amplitude.

7.5

Conclusions
A time-domain extension of the time-sequenced optical NMR experiment has been

applied to the study of III-V semiconductors. FT-TSONMR affords the sensitivity and
resolution advantages offered by CW-TSONMR which in combination with the modern
pulse NMR methods can prove to be a useful tool for the identification and characterisation of defects in semiconductors.
Nutation spectroscopy of GaAs performed by FT- TSONMR did not reveal a line
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Figure 7.10: Spin- echo amplitudes for 7lGa.

x: Regular spin echo sequence and 6.: 1

s extra ONP and 2 s spin diffusion tim~.

Quadrupole couplings that are not

refocussed account for the fast decay of the echo amplitude in the former case.
The latter experiment probes sites that are further away from the ORD with
smaller quadrupole couplings. Linewidth is determined by homonuclear spin-spin
couplings.
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at twice the nutation frequency in this sample. This implies that the contribution to
the signal from the first few atomic shells is too small rela.tive to the noi se. The NMR
s pect rum determin ed by FT- TSONMR revealed a different line-width from that meas ured
earli er in CW- TSONMR experiments . The reason for the difference in the line-widths
measured in the FT and C'vV experiments was investigated in detail and determined to
be due to the different sites that are probed by the two methods. While the FT method
is relatively more se nsitive to nuclei close to the optically relevant defect the C'vV method
is dominated by the more abundant spins further away from such defects . Experiments
also revealed that spin diffusion contributes to the transfer of nuclear polarisation from
the nuclei close to the optically relevant defect to those in the bulk.
Experiments are underway in this laboratory to extend the technique to liquid-helium
temperatures. The applicability of these techniques to the study of semiconductor heterostructures and e pitaxial layers are also being inyestigated. NMR pulse techniques,
similar to those outlined in Chapter 6, for the quantitative characterisation of defect
structure is another a.venue for research that is being pursued.
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Appendix A

Second-Order Effects in Electron Nuclear
Double Resonance

In electron nuclear double resonance second-order effects lead to more lines or different
frequencies than predicted by first-order perturbation theory. This may be viewed as a
result of quantisation of the nuclei about the local hyperfine field of the electrons rather
than solely the applied magnetic fie ld. These effects have been known for some time and
are usually analysed using standard higher order time-independent perturbation theory.
One of the disadvantages of such perturbation theories is that an effective operator form
for the Hamiltonian causing the splitting to a certain order does not directly result.
One exception is a calculation performed by Feuchtwang[1] using a procedure outlined
by Pryce .[2] A method prevalent in NMR for treating time-dependent problems, called
coherent averaging theory, provides an attractive alternative way of arriving at effective
time-independent Hamiltonians in such cases. This is because the result is obtained in
the same rotating frame that is necessary to remove the time dependence at the Larmor
carrier frequencies of the ENDOR experiment . In this appendix coherent averaging theory
is used to obtain operator expressions for the second-order splitting in ENDOR. The
calculations reported here are conceptually similar to the calculation of the Bloch-Siegert
shifts[3, 4] by this theory, a single spin effect. Here the results are three spin effects.
The calculations are straightforward, but lengthy and only the outline of the method is
presented here . The significant result is that pseudo dipolar interactions are predicted
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to occur between nuclei even when they are inequivalent, in contrast to the generally
accepted claim[l] that these are seen only between equivalent spins.

A.1

Essentials of Coherent Averaging Theory

The calculation of time-dependent expectation values depends on a knowledge of the
propagator which takes the quantum state (or the operators in the Heisenberg picture)
forward in time:
1

aCt))

= U(t,O)

1

a(O))

(A.l)

From the time-dependent Schrodinger equation one finds that U obeys

a
at

z
).. =-h·

-U=)..U·

'

(A.2)

The usual time-dependent perturbation theory expresses

U

= 1 + ).. lot H(t')dt' +)..2 lot dt' fo~1 H(t')1t(t") + ...

(A.3)

where the H could show explicit time-dependence. The principle of coherent averaging
theory is to instead determine an average time-independent Hamiltonian that could cause
the same transformation of 1a(O)) --+1 aCt)). If such an average Hamiltonian exists, the
form of the propagator U can be written as
U

= exp()..1tt).

(AA)

Perturbatively expanding of 1t

(A.5)
and expanding U in equation AA in powers of ).. followed by a comparison with the U of
equation A.3 provides the following expressions[3]

~
t

-(1)

1t

rt 1t( t')dt'

(A.6)

10

. it itl
dt'

__
z
2th

0

0

[1t(t'),H(t l )]dt"

(A.7)
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Thus far this proced ure is only an alternative form of perturbation theory. If however H( t)
is periodic and t is chosen to be its period, t e , then the average Hamiltonian computed
for one period suffices to describe the time development of the system for long time.
The name coherent averaging arises from the above requirement that the system be
observed coherently with the periodic forces of H(t). It should be noted that two powers
of the Hamiltonian appear in the first order correction to the average Hamiltonian. In
perturbation theory, on the other hand, it is the second order correction that contains
two powers of the Hamiltonian. In this appendix the first order correction to the average
Hamiltonian is hence calculated since a second order effect in perturbation theory is
required.

A.2

Outline of the Calculation

The system considered consists of two spin 1/2 nuclei, 1 and 2, with the same Larmor
frequency interacting with an electron through the hyperfine coupling. The Hamiltonian
for this system is

(A.8)
There are 9 bilinear terms (of the form ClpqlpSq) from each hyperfine coupling term making
a total of 18. This is a generalisation of the case considered previously[l] where Al

= A2

was assumed.
In coherent averaging theory the first step is usually to transform into a frame that
removes the time dependence. In this case there is no time dependence and by transforming into a rotating frame one introduces time dependence to the Hamiltonian. A
doubly resonant rotating frame given by

(A .9)
is employed. This transformation would be needed in any case to treat the magnetic
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dipole irradiation terms, so the present procedure is an alternative to doing perturbation
theory in the laboratory frame and then transforming the result to the rotating frame.
A transformation into this frame removes the Zeeman terms in the Hamiltonian and
introduces a time dependence into the hyperfine terms. For example, the bilinear term

h x Syis transformed into

(A.I0)
Each bilinear term (except the ones that involve only z) on transformation to this doubly
rotating frame provides four time dependent terms rotating at some combination of the

The next step in the calculation of the first order correction of the average Hamiltonian involves calculating the commutators of the time-dependent bilinear operators
at two different times appearing in the integrand of equation A.7. This procedure is
straightforward, but laborious. Double integration of these expressions then provides the
first order correction to the Hamiltonian. There is one subtlety involved in picking the
cycle times of the two rotating frames and which Haeberlen[3] discusses at great length.
The key is to pick the cycle times such that they satisfy the relationship
m

n

The last two operations, evaluation of the commutators and double integration, were
performed on a MICROVAX using the symbolic manipulation program SMP.
Finally (after many pages of algebra) it can be shown that the first order correction
to the average Hamiltonian is
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(A.11)
where the coefficients multiplying the operators are given by
2

Q

=

'~
" 16(
i=l
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A number of terms in the Hamiltonian (those that involve operators like

Ix, I y , S x, Sy,

and trilinear operators of the form I zt l x2 Sy) arise as a result of picking the lower limit
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in the double integration to be zero. This can be mathematically seen by considering an
integral that leads to such terms
\.+tc

/

t"

dt" /

sin(at")dt'

= cos(ax)·

If X is chosen to be zero, as was done in deriving the correction term given above, then this

term is fini te and does not oscillate. However, there is no experimental synchronisation
that gives the time origin a special significance, so the observable terms are only those
which survive averaging over X. A physical picture of this phenomenon with regard to
Bloch-Siegert shifts is discussed by Haeberlen.[3] After performing this operation the first
order correction to the average Hamiltonian has the form

(A.12)

In the expression for the Hamiltonian all terms except the last are similar to those
seen in Bloch-Siegert shifts. The terms in equation A.12 that are bilinear in nuclear spin
operators cause the splitting of the lines. The connection to a dipolar splitting is more
obvious when written in a form involving irreducible tensor operators
(A.13)

(II ·12 - I z1 I z 2 )
1
3(3Iz1 I z2

-

II .1 2 )

2

+ 311 . 12 •

(A .14)

Thus within each electron spin manifold specified by setting S z = ±lj2, there are pseudodipolar and pseudo-scalar couplings that add or subtract from the hyperfine terms. These
terms are all of order a 2jWe implying that for large hyperfine couplings they will, using
the multiple-pulse methods of Chapter 6, be observable in single crystal studies even at
the highest available magnetic field. It is generally believed that these terms arise only
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if the two nuclei are equivalent, perhaps because this is the only case for which they
had previously been deri ved.[ 1] The above analysis seems to indicate that this not the
case, since the hyperfine tensor for the two spins were assumed to be different, i. e.,

Al :j; A2. [n the limit that Al

= A2

and

We

± Wn

:::::: We

the Hamiltonian agrees with that

of Feuchtwang.[l]
Because the resolution of ordinary ENDOR is rarely adequate to resolve nuclear spinspin couplings, existing experiments apparently do not resolve the issue. In the only cases
where second-order couplings of this sort have been invoked [5, 6, 7, 8] the sites have
been magnetically equivalent. Heteronuclear resolution-enhanced ENDOR, as proposed
in Chapter 6, would settle this issue. The sign difference between the spectra within the
manifolds with opposite projection of Sz would be apparent for any bonded or nearby
heteronuclear pair, since then a direct dipolar coupling or a scalar coupling with fixed
sign would add to the terms of A.12 and subtract in the other.
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Appendix B

Noise in the Optical NMR Instrument
Detection Circuit

During the course of the time-domain time-sequenced optical NMR experiments discussed in Chapter 7 the noise characteristics of the detection circuit in the instrument
were determined. This measurement was motivated by the need to know if quantum
noise-limited detection is realisable with the present setup. The procedure employed is
outlined in this appendix.

B.1

The Equivalent Circuit

The detection system consists of an RCA C39021E avalanche photodiode (APD)
back biased at 240 V. This photodiode converts the light energy into detectable electrical
signal. A home-built transconductance amplifier of standard design [1] with a 1.54 kn
resistance is used to provide enough current to drive the 50 n coaxial cable. This signal is
amplified in a Stanford Research System (SRS) SR552 preamplifier with a gain, G, of 100
after which the signal is split and fed into two SRS lock-in amplifiers. The luminescence
polarisation, p, is
(B.1)
where 1+ and 1_ are the number of left and right circularly polarised photons. One of the
two lock-in amplifiers is locked at the frequency of the photoelastic modulator (50 kHz)
and measures the numerator of equation B.1 while the other measures the denominator
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by locking on to the frequency at which the exciting laser light is chopped (500 Hz).

B.2

Noise Measurements

The noise of the above mentioned equivalent circuit was initially measured in ambient
light and involves mimicking the experimental conditions exactly with the exception that
the laser is shuttered off so that no luminescence reaches the detector. A lock-in time
constant of 30 ms is used and 500 data points are acquired in all the measurements.
Three different measurements were made to determine the noise contributions from the
different components of the setup. These measurements are compiled in Table B.1. The
Table B.l: Noise Measurements at 500 Hz

SR530 Noise

SR510 Noise

(Volts//HZ) x 108
Preamp/lock-in

0.1213

0.1246

No detector

1.770

3.097

Total Circuit

2.738

4.038

two columns in the table represent the same measurements performed with two different
lock-in amplifiers. The first experiment was with only the preamplifier

+ lock-in arrange-

ment. This measurement confirmed the noise specifications for the lock-in amplifiers
1 n V / /HZ). Next, the noise of the transconductance amplifier

+ preamp

(~

assembly was

measured ("no detector") and finally that of the complete equivalent circuit. Not surprisingly, the noise of the equivalent circuit (~ 40 n V / /HZ) is dominated by the noise of
the transconductance amplifier (~ 30 n V / /HZ).
Table B.2 lists the noise of the detection system in the presence of luminescence for
a number of bias voltages. The bias voltage changes the gain of the APD, M, which is
distinct from the gain of the preamplifier. The optical NMR experiments are typically
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performed at · 240V bias and the rest of the calculation reported here is for this bias
voltage. The experimentally measured error standard deviation a p in p is reported in the
last column of the Table B.2. In the region around 2clO V bias voltage a p is essentially
inde pendent of the bias voltage.
Table B.2: Signal

Bias Voltage

+ Noise
(I+

Measurements

+ L)

ap

(Volts)

Volts x 10 4

x 10 3

242

3.390

1.404

2clO

2.437

1.379

238

1.838

1.468

235

0.1350

1.647

220

0.4788

3.878

The measured error in p has to be compared with the shot noise or photon quantum
noise contribution at this light level. The calculation of the shot noise is straightforward
and outlined below . If an observable, x, is measured as the ratio of two uncorrelated
numbers

1t

and v
1t

x=-

(B.2)

V

as is the case with p then the variance in x is given by

This expression can be be rewritten as
(B.3)

If

1t

is much smaller than v (implied by the small measured p value) the variance in the

measured value of x can be approximated to be
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The counting statistics follow a Poisson distribution for which the standard deviation
is given by the square root of the number of counts. In this case the calculated shot
noi se is :::::: 4.2

X

10- 5 (requires conversion of the signal measured in volts to number of

photons). This has to be contrasted with the experimentally measured noise of 1.38 X
10- 3 implying that the photon shot-noise contribution is insignificant.

B.3

Calculated Noise

The measured

(J p

can also be compared with the theoretical estimate of the noise of

the detection device which sets an experimental lower bound on the uncertainty. This
can be calculated from the device characteristics .
The noise of an avalanche photodiode, in, is given by [2]

(B.4)
The parameters in the above equation are
Ids

= dark current of the avalanche photodiode surface

Idb

= bulk

dark current

Po

= photoluminescence power

Ro

= unity-gain

responsivity of the APD

At

= gain of the

APD

q

= electron charge

Bw

= detection

bandwidth

ina = Johnson noise of the equivalent circuit

Fd

= excess

noise factor of the dark current

Fs = excess noise factor for the photocurrent
The parameters required in the formula are either available in the literature or can be
easily calculated.The parameters in equation B.4 that require calculation were determined
as follows:

13.5
1. The excess noise factor for the dark current and the photocurrent are often the same
implying F

= Fel = Fs.

A simple formula relates this to the gain of the APD

F

= 0.98(2 -

1
M)

+ 0.02M.

For the bias voltage used in these measurements F is 4.953.5.

2. The unity-gain responsivity is given by

Ro

= QTJA,
he

where TJ is the quantum efficiency of the photodiode (0.70 at the detection frequency 870
nm).
3. The photocurrent is calculated from

Po RoM

+L
= photocurrent = 1+
k!1 .
1..54 .

For the measurements reported here the photocurrent is 1..582

X

10- 7 A.

Table B.3: Reference Data

Parameter

Value

Source

TJ

0.70

Ref. [4J

M

1.50

Ref. [4J

F

4.9535

calculated

Ro

0.4912 A/W

calculated

leis

6

X

10- 10 A

Ref. [3J

[elb

6

X

10- 12 A

Ref. [3]

photocurrent

1.682

X

10- 7 A

calculated

vVith the information presented in Table B.3 the noise equation B.4 associated with
the luminescence
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is found to be 2.53 x 1O- 22 A 2 . Similarly the noise due to the dark current

is 7.077

X

1O- 24 A 2 . The Johnson noise of the equ ivalent circuit i~a is
.2
'I na

=

4kT Btu

R

(B.5)

'

where k is the Boltzmann constant. i~a is determined from this expression to be 3.58 x

10- 22 A 2 .
The lower bound on the noise

(T p

of the detection can be estimated from the theoretical

estimate of the noise of the detection device through the expression
(Ttheor y
p

=

(B.6)

where R is the resistance of the transconductance amplifier. For the light flux involved
in the present case (T~heory is found to be 1..5

X

10- 4 . The experimentally measured noise

in p (from Table B.2) is 1.379 x 10- 3 , which is a factor of 10 bigger than that predicted
by the noise equivalent power of the detection circuit and a factor of

~

30 away from

achieving shot-noise detection.
This realisation has led to replacement of the transconductance amplifier so that in
recent experiments the noise is within a factor of 2 of the shot-noise limit.[5]
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Appendix C

Simulation of Multiple Pulse NMR Experiments

Modern pulse NMR techniques have evolved considerably in the past few years. Simulation programs have played an important part in the development and understanding
of new NMR methods . They often allow for easy optimisation of different parameters
prior to experimentation . The method discussed in Chapter 6, for example, made use of
such simulations extensively. The program that was used in those and for a number of
other simulations in the Weitekamp group is discussed in this appendi;.;. This program
descends from one written in the Pines group at the· University of California, Berkeley,
and has evolved considerably over a number of years . Several people have contributed
significantly towards the improvement and testing of this program. This wri teup is motivated by a lack of documentation of the many changes that the program has undergone
since arriving at Caltech. A 1982 report discusses the Berkeley version of the program.[l]
The Caltech version as of 1988 was deposited with the WISCWARE program library of
the University of Wisconsin .
A number of programs with wide ranging capabilities exist in the literature for the
simulation ofNMR experiments. The methodology used in these programs is also diverse.
Some of these programs involve numerical density matrix calculations in the frequency
domain,[2] while in others the computation is performed in the time domain.[3, 4, 5, 6]
Recently, programs that use symbolic formula manipulat ion [7, 8, 9] have also become
available.
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C.l

Introduction

The essence of all simulation programs is to determine the time evolution of the
density matrix numerically. The dynamics of the density matrix, a , are governed by the
Liouville-von Neumann equation
d
-[ a
ct

= -i[H,a].

(C.1)

For time-independent Hamiltonians H (the only kind that is involved in this appendix)
the solution of this equation is given by a unitary transformation of the type
a( t)

= Ua(O)Ut

(C.2)

where U has the form
U

= exp (-iHt) .

The Hamiltonians which can be handled by the programs in question are piecewise constant in the rotating frame. If the time t can be broken up into a number of steps of
lengths

t1, . ..

,In with the Hamiltonian in each step given by H 1 , . .. ,Hn then the time

evolved density matrix is

(C.3)
with Ui being given by

The signal at time t, S( t), is obtained from the density matrix at time t by

Set)
where I+

= Ix + iIy is

= Tr(a(t)I+)

(C.4)

the detection operator whose expectation value corresponds to

oscillating magnetisation in the plane transverse to the applied magnetic field, and Tr
indicates the trace operation.
Thus the time evolution of the density matrix is an initial value problem where the
initial density matrix and the Hamiltonians at each time step must be specified.
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C.2

Program Specifics

Most modern NMR experiments can be viewed as containing four time periods: preparation, evolution, mixing and detection. The evolution period is the tl dimension in a
two-dimensional (2D) experiment while the detection period forms the second or t2 dimension.

In keeping with the nomenclature of coherent averaging theory the various

periods are subdivided into cycles in the present program. The signal, with dissipation
effects ignored, is stroboscopically observed at the end of each detection cycle. Fourier
transformation of the time-domain signal ei ther in one or two dimensions, as the case
may be, provides the familiar NMR spectrum.
Each of the cycles of the four time periods mentioned above may be repeated any
number of times. The repetitions may be phase shifted by

2:.

Each cycle is in turn

subdivided into a number of time steps (the program presently has an upper limit of ::::::
2000). During each time step the Hamiltonian is time independent and has the general
form
'Htotal

= 'Hsystem + 'Hrf'

(C.5)

The time independence of the rf Hamiltonian is achieved by working in a frame rotating
at the radiofrequency about the applied magnetic field direction. The latter term in the
expression for the total Hamiltonian is only present when an rf pulse is applied. A time
step where the rf is present is called a pulse while that without it is called a delay. The
rf pulses are restricted to be square, but can have arbitrary strength (input as the pulse
length and pulse angle) and phase. The rf Hamiltonian has the form

The value IBI dictates the strength of the pulse while the phase is governed by the ¢
term.
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The system Hamiltonian is made up of three parts
(C.6)

with Hz, HJ, and HD being the Zeeman, scalar coupling, and dipolar Hamiltonians in
their usual forms. For heteronuclear experiments only the the scalar and dipolar coupling
Hamiltonian have the form

(C.7)
(C.S)
The system Hamiltonian does not contain a quadupolar coupling term since the program
cannot at present treat spin> 1/2. A maximum of.5 spins can be treated by the program.
The spins may optionally be divided into two groups I and S' in which case separate pulse
strengths at two Larmor frequencies can be specified. Such calculations are done in the
doubly-rotating frame approximation.
The program supports a number of options for the initial density matrix. Within
the high-field approximation, the traceless part of the eq uili bri um densi ty matrix has the
form

prO)

= bIz,

(C.9)

where b depends on the Lanuor frequency and the temperature. The initial condition
most often used is I z , i. e. b = 1. More exotic initial conditions where all the population is
in the lowest state or with an N-quantum operator are also provided for. Initial conditions
of particular interest to the Weitekamp group, for example that created in a PASADEN A
experiment, can also be handled. An option useful for the quantitative determination of
the line intensities also exists. In this case, the constant b is evaluated from a knowledge
of the temperature and the Larmor frequency.
Two different kinds of bases are used in the program. The first is the simple-product
basis. This basis is useful in determining the matrix elements of the different spin opera-
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tors. Another advantage of the simple-product bas is is that there are no matrix elements
between states in different m;; manifolds. This implies that the Hamiltonian block diagonalises with each m z manifold forming a block. The matrices that are involved are
often sparse and by using the block factoring feature significant reduction in the storage
is possible. Some of the programs in the literature do not use block factoring but use
sparse-matrix routines for the computations. The other basis that is often used is the
eigenbasis of the Hamiltonian . This is especially useful for time evolution steps since in
this basis the propagator has the form
(C.lO)

where

WI

is an eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian in time step i. This basis is used for all the

time evolution, implying that matrices have to be transformed from one basis to another.
This involves matrix multiplications and these are probably the more time consuming
steps in the program . Most modern NMR experiments involve pulse sequences with
a number of delays where the density matrix evolves under the action of the system
Hamiltonian. Typically, the system Hamiltonian is not time dependent , which implies
that a significant time saving is achievable if repetitive diagonalisation of the system
Hamiltonian is avoided. A diagonalised copy of the system Hamiltonian is stored for this
reason.
The signal is calculated at the end of every cycle in the simple-product basis . This
requires that the density matrix be transformed from the eigenbasis to the simple-product
basis for detection. For the case of detection during free evolution or constant tickling,
this repeated transformation from one basis to the other is one of the more inefficient
steps. For detection in the windows of multi pie-pulse sequences, such transformation is
inevitable. The signal is output in one of two forms. The more common procedure is to
store the signal in a file that forms the input to some other data analysis program. A
significa.nt reduction in stora.ge is achieved by using an unformatted binary file to store
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the data. In the case of a 2D experiment each tl point produces a separate file.

A

second out.put option is to display the density matrix form of the signal either in the
simple-product or in the eigenbasis of the system Hamiltonian.
The input to the simulation program requires a number of parameters regarding
the system Hamiltonian, pulse sequence, initial conditions, output format etc.

These

parameters are contained in a file that is created by a user friendly interactive setup
program. The setup program is called SETCOMP.FOR, while the simulation program is
called

SIMCO~vIP.FOR.
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Appendix D

Solution of One-Dimensional Schrodinger
Equations

In Part I of this dissertation there arose the need to solve for the eigenvalues, and in
some cases the eigenfunctions, of various one-dimensional Schrodinger equations. This
appendix discusses the algorithm that was employed for this purpose.
The one-dimensional Schrodinger equation for a particle of mass m has the familiar
form
2

/i2 d
2m ex

( - - - I2

+ Vex) )

w(x)

= EW(x),

(D.1)

where the first term is the kinetic energy, and V(x) is the potential energy. The goal is
to determine the eigenfunctions W( x) and the eigenvalues E. The numerical methods for
obtaining the solutions of the 1 D Schrodinger equation can be broadly classified into two
types; numerical integration (shooting methods)[l, 2, 3, 4] or matrix methods.[.5, 6, 7,8,
9, 10] The algorithm used in this thesis falls into the matrix method category.
The general methodology for matrix solutions of the Schrodinger equation involves
two steps. In the first step, the Hamiltonian, 'H, is expressed in a convenient basis, {<pj}.
This assumes that the eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian, Wi, are linear combinations of
the basis functions
N

Wi

= L Cj<Pj.

(D.2)

j=l

Here N is the dimension of the basis. In the second step, the Hamiltonian in the

<Pj

basis
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is diagonalised by a transformation of the type

1idiag

= U1iU t .

(D.3)

The diagonal elements of 1idiag provide the eigenvalues of the Schrodinger equation while
the eigenfullctions are obtained from the transformation matrix U.
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Algorithm for the Linear Case

The algorithm used[.5] can be broken up into the following steps:
Step 1. Determine the matrix elements of the operators

x and

jj2 in the basis chosen .

Step 2. Determine and store both the eigenvalues of i: and the transformation matrix,
U, that performs the diagonalisation of i:.
Step 3. Transform

fJ2

into the x basis (the basis in which i: is diagonal).

Step 4. Determine the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian in the x basis:
1
2m

2

-Px

+ V(Xi)

Step .5. Diagonalise the Hamiltonian from step 4.
The above algorithm implemented for a harmonic oscillator basis was used in all the
calculations for linear potentials reported in Part I of this thesis . The reason for the
choice of this basis for the calculation was primarily that the potentials were perturbed
harmonic oscillators. The algorithm is outlined here for this choice of basis but can be
extended to other cases .
The Ha.miltonian for a harmonic oscillator is
-2

1iho

with eigenfunctions of the form

1

P + -1..1:-2
= -2m
2

(D.4)

1-1 I
where H n are Hermite polynomials. The posi tion and the momentum operator in terms
of the annihilation,

a, and

creation,

I'd , operators are
(D ..5 )

.J

ji

t

mliw
(. - a
• t).
-a

(D.6)

"2

Using the fact that

it I n)

atin)

..;n I n)

(D.7)

Vn+11 n + 1)

(D .8)

the matrix form of the i: operator and jJ operator in the harmonic oscillator basis can be
readily determined. This forms the first step of the algorithm. The eigenvalues of

x are

determined by a similarity transform

Xdiag

1
= U x' u- .

In step 3, the momentum operator is transformed to the eigenbasis of the

(D.9)

x by application

of the same transform that diagonalises .1:. In the penultimate step the Hamiltonian is
computed in the x basis as
7t

= -_1_ Uf?U- 1 + V(UxU- 1 ).
2m

(D.lO)

In the eigenbasis of x a potential V(x) has only diagonal terms . The potential is evaluated
at the eigenvalues of

x.

Diagonalisation of 7t provides the eigenvalues of the Schrodinger

equation.
Considerable simplification in the algorithm is possible for symmetric potentials. The
harmonic oscillator states have either odd or even symmetry depending on the vibrational
quantum number. This implies that for symmetric potentials two separate calculations
can be performed for the states of opposite symmetry reducing both the computer memo
ory requirement as well as the time involved. One other practical point that is noteworthy
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is that steps 1 through 3 need only be done once if the results are stored after the first run.
This is due to the fact that all matrix elements of the position operator depend on the
oscillator parameter through the same mul tiplicative factor. The matrix elements of the
momentum operator also show a similar behaviour. This implies that the dependence of
the matrix elements of the position and momentum operator on the oscillator parameter
can be introduced before step 4. of the oscillator.
The only matter left to discuss is the choice of the oscillator parameter 0'. As was
mentioned earlier, the potentials were all perturbed oscillators. Hence, in almost all cases
the oscillator parameter used was that of the unperturbed oscillator centred at

:1:

= O.

For the double well anharmonic oscillator, the oscillator parameter was determined by a
method suggested by Quick and Miller.[llJ In this method the oscillator parameter for
the odd (0'0) and even (O'e) states are different and are obtained by separately minimising
the manifold energies of the first N odd and even par.ity states. Mathematically this can
be represented as

8(~~) (~(2n - 111-l12n - 1))

o

(D.11)

8(~n (~(2n 11-l 12n))

O.

(D.12)

vVhen one requires eigenvalues of a number of low lying states this choice is more democratic than one which minimises the energy of one state. For large barrier heights a more
appropriate basis is two harmonic oscillators centred at the two wells. This method,
however, would require the calculation of overlap matrix elements between the functions
in the two wells. Rather than use this approach a brute force method was employed here.
This involves increasing the dimension of the basis used until the energy of the lowest
few eigenstates were constant to better than 1 part in 10 1 .5. This required up to 200 basis
sets of each parity. For some data sets of J(T), convergence was not reached, and these
were set aside as outside the present computing ability (MICROVAX 2000). This is not
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of much physical interest as the trends in J(T) are very similar to the curves successfully
fit in Chapter 3.
The program for the determination of the matrix elements of the position and mom entum operator is called HEGMATSET.FOR, while that which determines the eigenvalues
is H3_DW.FOR.

D.2

Periodic Potential

The Mathieu equation (see Chapter 3) was also solved by a matrix method.[6] The
rigid-rotor states exp( im4» were used as basis states . The Hamiltonian in this basis has
the form
(D.13)
where I is the moment of inertia of the system. Diagonalisation of this matrix provides
the eigenvalues.
In this case, over and above the factorisation achieved by separating the odd and even
states, another simplification is possible by choosing even and odd functions of 4> as the
basis sets, but this was not employed.
The program for the solution of the Mathieu equation is called H3--R.TR.FOR.
Diagonalisations form an important part of both these algorithms. All diagonalisations in both programs were performed with the well-tested EISPACK routines.[12]

1.')0
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